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Chapter 1: The Purpose and Importance of an Ash Resource Inventory
For many land managers and foresters, the goal to manage sustainably is often overarching many
other goals and objectives. Sustainable management requires sources of information to make decisions
based off. This information pertains directly to the resource they intend on managing. For foresters this
data tends to come from forest inventories. Certain scenarios require a change in which forest inventory
data is collected. For example, because ash in New England is typically a smaller component of the forest
(less than 4-5% of all forestland in the state (FIA, 2018)), inventory techniques that undergo post
stratification have been found to be successful in identifying rare species and are essential in being
effective in your inventory approach of your ash resource. This manual can serve as the change and guide
forest managers toward attaining the necessary data for formulating a management regime for their ash
resource. The urgency to attain this data is apparent now, more than ever, and is explained throughout
this chapter.
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Emerald Ash Borer History
In order to set the context for this inventory manual understanding the pressing issue of Emerald
Ash Borer (EAB; Agrillus planipennis) is a key first step. Currently our ash resource in North America is
either under attack or pending a potential attack by EAB, an invasive forest pest from Asia. EAB came to
North America in 2002, presumably on packing materials such as wooden crates and pallets. It has
devastated ash stands in the central lakes region of the country leading to, in some cases, one hundred
percent mortality. Management of the pest is controversial, and the most effective techniques are
expensive and difficult or impossible for commercial operations to effectively implement. Continued
research on prevention, mitigation, and restoration of North America’s ash stands is a priority (D’Amato
et al, 2018; USDA APHIS, 2018; Haack et al, 2015).
In the summer of 2002, EAB was first detected in central Michigan, and later in the same summer
it was detected in Ontario, Canada. The infestation was assessed by the state of Michigan and they
determined that the pest had been there since the 1990’s based on the size of the infested area. By July
and September of 2002, Michigan and Ontario had enacted quarantines on the affected areas. The United
States Department of Agriculture responded to the discovery of EAB by enacting a federal quarantine on
the affected counties of Michigan in October of 2003 (USDA APHIS, 2003) since the establishment of the
federal quarantine it has expanded continually. It now includes 22 states in their entirety and specific
counties of 12 states. (USDA APHIS, 2018). The last quarantine notice issued by USDA APHIS was on July
26, 2018 when Wisconsin was put under quarantine in its entirety.
It is important to note that the federal quarantine works domestically only, restricting the
movement of particular restricted items of the Fraxinus family. Fortunately, Canada is also actively
mitigating and limiting the impacts and spread of EAB so import of ash to the U.S. from within Canada’s
federally set quarantine areas is not a huge concern currently. In September of 2018, the Maine Forest
Service issued an emergency order that restricted the movement of certain ash (Fraxinus spp.) products
and or untreated firewood from towns that have had any EAB detection (MFS, 2018). This emergency
order was put in place because the state of Maine was not listed in the federal quarantine area at the
time of the detections. Shortly after the issuing of these emergency orders, USDA APHIS proposed the
removal of the emerald ash borer domestic quarantine regulations. This was posted online for comment
in Fall of 2018 and was open for comments until November 19th, 2018 (USDA APHIS, 2018). A quarantine
is now in place for select counties in the state of Maine. York county in its entirety and a portion of
Aroostook county are now under quarantine with restrictions on all ash products and hardwood firewood,
these restrictions align with the standards set forth by USDA APHIS for the federal EAB quarantine. These
quarantine areas are seen below in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1

Maine’s Current EAB Quarantine
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(Data Source: MFS, 2018)

Emerald Ash Borer Biology and Host Species
Upon the arrival of EAB in North America research has been done to uncover the biology of the
beetle. The finding show A. planipennis can complete a generation in just 1-2 years. The USDA Forest
Service has found that eggs are laid in mid-June to late-August on the cracks and crevices of the ash trees.
Two weeks after being laid eggs hatch and young larval beetles emerge. It is the larvae that do the majority
of the damage to ash trees. They burrow into the cambium layer and feed on the nutrient transporting
portion of the tree, the phloem. The intense feeding develops s-shaped serpentine feeding galleries that
over time can girdle (preventing the transport of nutrients) and kill the ash tree. When larvae have been
given enough time to grow and develop they fold up into pupation cells. Some less developed larvae
simply overwinter in the feeding galleries and resume feeding when sap begin to flow in the ash tree the
next growing season. Larvae in the pupation cells obviously pupate. This occurs in April-May of the next
year and transform into adult beetles (USFS, 2018).
It is now that the adult beetles bore their way out of the ash tree causing the characteristic “D”
shaped exit holes. Emerged adults are small in size being less than 0.5 inches in length (Kanoti, 2019). As
adults, the feeding within the tree does not occur. Instead, some defoliation of the leaves can occur. But,
as adults their primary focus remains with reproducing and laying eggs on the bark of ash trees to restart
the life cycle (Wang, 2007; USFS, 2016). During this process the ash tree can show signs and symptoms
forest managers can take notice of and potentially catch the infestations earlier rather than later and
manage accordingly.
Let’s start with the signs. Signs refer to clues and indicators that point to EAB and EAB only, as
they are a direct result of the pest’s activity (Livingston). For EAB, that refers to the characteristic “D”
shaped exit holes, s-shaped serpentine feeding galleries, actual (positively identified) individual insects,
and any egg mass that have been identified as EAB egg masses (USFS, 2016).
4

Figure 1.2

Art Wagner, USDA – APHIS, Bugwood.org

Woodpecker damage on white ash tree
(Fraxinus Americana) causing blonding.

Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Die-back being observed on
canopy dwelling white ash trees
(Fraxinus Americana).

Debbie Miller, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Characteristic “D” shaped exit
hole with emerging adult EAB.

Then it comes to symptoms that might
be attributed to EAB or an alternative cause. We
are referring to the biological responses of the
tree and its environment to the EAB attack. The
important thing to consider here is that these
symptoms do not absolutely point to an EAB
infestation. They’re still important to note and
be on the lookout for in terms of forest health
and monitoring for EAB. The symptoms include
canopy die-back and “flagging” (premature
yellowing of the leaves) due to the added stress
of defoliation from EAB adults and the lack of
nutrient transport due to EAB larval feeding.
Excessive sprouting at the stump of the ash tree
is another symptom. This is the biological
response of the ash tree when stressors lead to
a decline in the health or vigor of the tree.
Unfortunately, these sprouts rarely survive to a
seed bearing size before EAB has infested it
(Petrice and Haack, 2011; Herms and
Mccullough, 2014)). In addition to that
detriment the ash seeds do not bank in the soil
very long either (Benedict, 2003). So, it is unlikely
that EAB will have left the area before what little
ash seed source is available begins to sprout.
Lastly, the most effective observation for the
indication of EAB presence is the observation of
what is known as blonding of the main stem. This
occurs due to wood pecker activity which
increases drastically when EAB is present.
Blonding tends to occur higher up the tree and
slowly work its way down as the infestation
progresses. Blonding is characterized by a lighter
reddish coloration on the bark from this
increased wood pecker activity. But, when the
tree is in serious decline this wood pecker
activity progresses to the point of exposing the
inner cambium of the ash tree. The earliest
detection of EAB is often done through
observation of woodpecker activity. (Liu, 2007;
USFS, 2016). The spread of EAB is observed to be
around 2-5 miles per year. But, studies show that
5

the transport of firewood greatly increases the
rate of spread (Kanoti; Daigle). On a positive note
studies have begun to show genetic tolerance or
resistance to the EAB infestation in some (1%)

heritable genes of some white ash individuals.
This genetic resistance is a future direction for
research (Kanoti).
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Background information on Ash species (Fraxinus spp.)
When managing a natural resource knowing the function and biology of that resource in its
natural setting is essential to achieving sound management and silviculture. There are three ash (Fraxinus)
species found in Maine. The White Ash (Fraxinus Americana), green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), and
black ash (Fraxinus nigra). White ash is the primary upland ash in the state where as black and green ash
are the lowland ash species, occurring on flood plains, outwash plains, and shallow depressional wetlands
across the state (WDNR, 2018).
The distribution of these ash species in the state of Maine varies species to species but overall ash
tends to be most prevalent along a broad band across the state from the southernmost tip to the eastern
half of the state as depicted above in figure 1.1
Figure 1.3
as “Ash Host Range” (in green) which uses the
average measured basal area of all ash species
to map the range for ash species in the state.
This distribution is presumably driven by soil
characteristics and climatic variables. But, white
ash in particular is a fairly versatile species as it
can thrive in a variety of settings restricted
mostly by soil nutrient levels. White ash was
commonly used, second only to green ash, as a
replacement species for many of the
ornamental elms that fell victim to Dutch elm
disease for that reason (USDA, 2017).
When it comes to proper identification
of these trees I find that the Forest trees of
Maine book, put out by the Maine Forest
Service, does a great job of singling out the
characteristics that set the three species apart
as well as set them apart from different families
of forest trees in Maine; the essential excerpt
from this publication has been scanned and
added to the appendix of this manual.
All three of the ash species in Maine are dioecious plant specimens meaning that they require a
male and female counterpart to successfully reproduce. Dioecious plant specimens can be observed as
either a female (seed bearing individuals), male (individual having only male flowers), or polygamous
individuals (bearing seed and having male flowers). A polygamous individual can successfully reproduce
without the need of another individual, the seed produced would be genetically identical (Benedict, 2003).
Seeds can actually serve as a great way of distinguishing among the ash species a publication by
Les Benedict outlined the propagation process for seed collected from brown ash and included a great
diagram and information on distinguishing the “oar” shaped samaras of the three ash species; see figure
1.2
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The scientific community is realizing their lack of understanding of many of the ash species,
primarily the brown ash species. The brown ash species is the only ash species native to Maine that is
essential in the traditional basket making practices of the Wabanaki people. The need to further our
understanding of the brown ash species is a high priority as it is susceptible to invasion by EAB and is
preferred during over the other two species (Seigert). The lack of knowledge on the species is largely
because brown ash has not been viewed as an economically valuable species, in terms of timber
production. For this reason, funding tended not to be used on brown ash research. Furthermore, the sites,
in which brown ash tend to grow, are very mesic or wet. In some cases, to the point of inoperability for
commercial harvest. Additionally, there tends not to be any species of value mixed in these stands as the
sites tend to be characterized as less productive primarily due to their extended periods of water
inundation (D’Amato, et al 2018).

Cultural Significance of Ash
Here in the state of Maine, the Native American tribes that are federally recognized refer to
themselves collectively as the Wabanaki nations. This is because of the shared history between all the
Wabanaki tribes. No matter the tribe, whether Penobscot, Passamaquoddy, Maliseet, or Micmac they
have a connection that bonds them closely to their identities individually and as a group. One core
connection is their spiritual identity as it refers to their creation story. The Wabanaki people share stories
that have been told and retold for generations. A heroic figure that has stayed constant in them is Gluskap.
The Wabanaki refer to him as one of them and he is a powerful and wise being. In their creation story,
Gluskap comes to North America before any natives inhabited the area and fires his bow and arrow at the
“trees, the basket-trees, the Ash. Then Indians came out of the bark of the Ash trees.” (Wood, 2017). This
tight connection between their creation and brown ash trees establishes the ash tree as part of who they
are and as a culturally significant species to the Wabanaki people (Wood, 2017). But, the importance of
this tree to them is even greater and hence considered a cultural keystone species.
For generations, the Wabanaki people have been using the brown ash and its particular special
properties to make baskets. The production of a brown ash basket is truly an art starting with just the
selection of a true basket quality ash tree in the forest (Greenlaw). Every generation of Wabanaki basket
makers have taken the time to teach younger generations the art of basket making, and all the steps
involved. This format of building knowledge and understanding forces those engaged to develop an
unprecedented knowledge of the brown ash tree and serve as true stewards to ash species.
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Background Information on Basketry
The art of basketry by the Wabanaki people has evolved over many generations. In terms of this
inventory manual there are some essential aspects of the basket making process that should be known.
Traditionally you have two key individuals in the development of a basket the harvester and the basket
maker, in some cases one individual completes both of these tasks. The harvester enters an ash stand and
assesses the area as well as the individual trees. Their assessment allows them to identify basket quality
brown ash (BQBA). The stands hydrology, topographical setting, and species composition all appear to be
significant factors in the determination of a BQBA site (Costanza et al.,2017). When they look at the
individual trees they will assess their form, health, and annual growth increment which are all attributes
that are significant in classifying a tree as a BQBA. These standards however are particular to each
individual basket maker and they’re difficult to determine without years of experience in the art of
basketry. When determining whether a site is up to BQBA standards as a forester the best we can do at
this point are use a few rules of thumb; you can use these few questions to assess them (Greenlaw;
Newell).
•
•
•

Is the diameter distribution shifted toward smaller diameters that would enable most individuals
to carry 8-10 foot logs over their shoulder to a nearby accessible road?
Are the stems straight and true or are there many defects and sweep associated with the ash on
the site?
In terms of site hydrology; is this site very “swampy” and flooded for most of the growing season
or is the site draining fairly well and serving more as a flood plain or outwash area?

If the answer to the first two is yes and the hydrology is not “swampy”, then notifying basket makers
or harvesters of the sites location can help promote the continuation of the cultural art of basketry. Basket
quality brown ash sites are the areas your management will likely work to protect and maintain so
identifying and monitoring them is essential. Because these BQBA sites are hard to identify this area is a
future direction for research. See the appendix item “Suzanne Greenlaw’s Remote Sensing Work”. For
now, once a brown ash corridor is identified using stage 3 of this inventory use the above questions to
identify whether or not it is a potential BQBA site and then have a basket maker or harvester check it out
and see what their opinion is. When communication like this occurs, it can be very beneficial to the
forestry department from a public relations standpoint but also it is the best way to acquire traditional
ecological knowledge or TEK on basketry to help guide your management decisions.
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Management Options
This section is a brief overview of some of the more widely accepted management regimes being
applied on ash stand to combat or improve a stands resilience to an EAB infestation. These are not
recommendations; in the case of any such recommendation a professional licensed forester should be
consulted in regard to any particular stand’s management. A forester should always have the best interest
of the land owner in mind as well as stay true to their ethical obligation to responsibly “manage land for
current and future generations” (SAF Principals and Pledges). Forecasting the impacts of EAB on our ash
resource can often times push landowners toward a salvage or pre-salvage prescription. Although this can
be sustainably done, the underlying issue is the potential loss of an ash species on the woodlot and
creating greater impacts than the insect itself if harvests are not carefully planned. It is the responsibility
of the forester to push for maintaining some component of ash for its importance and contributions to
biodiversity, ecosystem services, cultural practices, and aesthetics.
10
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Upland Ash Stands
Upland ash stands are generally composed of white ash (Fraxinus americana). In Maine a majority
of our ash timber is used for fuel wood, pulp wood, and lumber. Being a commercial species its loss on
the landscape can have serious financial implications. Managing your ash resource ahead of EAB can
better prepare your ash stand for an EAB invasion. It has long been accepted by many that reducing host
abundance and transitioning your upland ash stand to some other commercial species was the best
option. But, this technique fails miserably at controlling local EAB populations. This can clearly be seen as
this technique has been in practice since the arrival of EAB in the US, and yet the continual spread of EAB
across the northeast makes it safe to say, “36 states later...it hasn’t worked” (Damato). This technique has
worked for the management of other forest pests and perhaps that is the reason it continues to be
implemented on ash stands or maybe it is because of the alarming findings of nearly 100% ash mortality
following an EAB invasion. Where entire ash stands are survived only by a few scattered “lingering” ash
trees (Knight et al., 2013). Until recent, the only glimmer of hope for those “lingering” ash trees was that
they displayed some degree of genetic resistance to EAB. Now, with findings by Molly Robinett and
Deborah Mcullough the future is brighter. Robinette and Mcullough returned to the epicenter of the EAB
invasion in southeast Michigan for inventory of the EAB aftermath forests that were previously dominated
by ash. They found, on average across 28 different sites, that 75% of the white ash they inventoried were
alive and in good health. Almost all of the white ash encountered had evidence of previous colonization
of EAB with presence of feeding galleries, exit holes, and wood pecks. But, these damages to the tree were
healing or were healed naturally by the tree with the production of callus tissue or periderm tissue re11

establishing cambial integrity. There were even findings that suggested a strong potential for the
recruitment of lower strata white ash into the overstory in these after math forests (Robinett and
Mccullough, 2019). These findings show there is a promising potential survivorship with white ash, that
can work to maintain an ash component on the landscape post-EAB. With this updated information
experts are now pushing for landowners to maintain an ash component as it can increase management
options down the line. As more silvicultural trials are performed on these EAB aftermath forests this newfound white ash survivorship can establish a brighter future for our ash resource. In the case of converting
to an alternative species through the reduction of your stands ash component, this region of the country
is at a great advantage. In Maine its particularly common to have a few replacement options available at
a single site due to the high level of self-regeneration in the Maine forest (WDNR, 2018;Livingston).
Artificial regeneration is another option, but, again due to Maine’s ability to rely on natural regeneration
there really is no need for artificial regeneration in these upland sites. The silvicultural techniques for
promoting the alternative species can be achieved in a variety of ways such as an overstory removal,
coppice, seed tree, or clear-cutting techniques for even-aged/two aged scenarios to single tree selection
or group selection methods in pattern variations of strips, patches, etc. for the cases of multi-aged
silviculture (Ray, 2019). The key to success in these active management approaches to EAB is early active
management. If you are not ready to introduce this alternative species to the canopy or preemptively
manage your ash resource to better aid in the survivorship of upland ash. Then when EAB comes through,
the overall health and balance of the stand will feel the negative impacts of the infestation far more than
if you are ready and actively managing to prepare for the arrival of EAB (WDNR, 2018). To further push
away from the reduction in host abundance technique the reduction or elimination of an ash component
in the forest has significant negative impacts due to the loss of the ecological benefits that having white
ash present in an upland forest community provides. At the very least it provides species diversity.
Because of those benefits as well as the potential genetic resistance to EAB found, in some cases, in 75%90% of white ash, as suggested by Robinett and Mcculloughs study. The reduction should not eliminate
the species entirely from the stand. At the very least, mature seed-bearing individuals should remain
scattered throughout the stand if possible as legacy trees.
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Lowland Ash Stands
The management of lowland ash stands is quite a bit more challenging. You tend to only have
brown and green ash occurring on these sites due to their hydrology and site conditions. As previously
mentioned black and green ash are the lowland ash species, occurring on flood plains, outwash plains,
and shallow depressional wetlands across the state (WDNR,2018). When you’re dealing with these areas
you need to be aware of the hydrological features that surround you both from a regulatory standpoint
and as well as an ecological standpoint. These features will also help guide your management decisions.
Stage 3 of this inventory will focus on these areas and give you a well-rounded inventory from which to
base management decisions.
In Wisconsin these habitats are broken into two cover types, bottomland hardwood and swamp
hardwood. This designation is based on hydrology and species composition. Bottomland hardwoods
experience “unrestricted flood pulse events” and are dominated by silver maple, birch, and green ash,
with varying densities of brown ash. Swamp hardwood cover types typically experience an extended
hydroperiod and are characterized by a low site productivity. These sites are often times dominated by
brown ash (WDNR,2018). In either case the main purpose of management strategies for these cover types
is to convert the stand from a mainly brown ash canopy to some alternative species in hopes of increasing
its resilience to an EAB attack, another reduction in host species approach (WDNR,2018).
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In Wisconsin, following the EAB invasion on the lake states, a series of experimental silviculture
trials were executed. One focus of these trials was to find regeneration methods that were successful in
promoting non-ash species. The most successful strategies for natural regeneration of bottomland
hardwood cover types were one-cut shelterwood/overstory removal methods (OSR), and uniform
shelterwood (SW) regeneration methods for cases where the desired conversion species has a shade
tolerance of “mid-tolerant”. Low intensity group/patch selection methods were seen to be very ineffective
in terms of seedling establishment when done on either cover type. For that reason, it is suggested that
if that method is chosen, group or patch sizes should be quite large. 0.5-2.0 acres and 0.1 to 0.5 acres
respectively (WDNR, 2018). Swamp hardwood cover types are a bit more troublesome as there tends to
be a risk of an observed rise in the water table following the harvest/mortality to brown ash. This is due
to the ecological niche that brown ash is filling. Brown ash has hypertrophied lenticels that allow if to
function at a much higher rate of evapotranspiration (ET). This high rate of ET, especially in stands
dominated by brown ash, can be so influential on the water table throughout the season; that without its
influence a significant increase in the water table is observed (Slesak et al.,2014; Van Grinsven et al., 2017).
This can negatively impact the survivorship of any alternative species on the site (D’amato et al., 2018;
WDNR,2018). Because of this issue, management strategies need to limit the impacts that a loss in ET can
have on a sites water table.
The most successful strategy for natural regeneration of an alternative species in stands where
this issue is possible appears to be strip clear-cuts/coppice methods which are also known as strip
shelterwood (D’amato et al., 2018). The other issue with these sites is that because of the flooding, pulsed
or not; the suite of species that can serve as an alternative are limited. In these cases, artificial
regeneration can sometimes be the only option. A study done in Minnesota observed good seedling
survival following planting in small group selection openings. In addition to that success they observed no
significant increase in the water table following the establishment of the openings (Looney et al.,2015).
When it comes to artificial regeneration there are many other approaches though.
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Ron Routledge, Sault College, Bugwood.org

Seed Collection and Artificial Regeneration
Regarding the urge to sustain our ash resource in to perpetuity we can use a method called seed
banking. By placing ash into a seed bank, or germplasm repository, then our ash species can be put into
remediation/replanting strategies or experimentation of hybridized individuals in hopes that we may
develop a hybrid ash species that can naturalize and show some defense or genetic resistance to emerald
ash borer. Because of this potential future direction, research on how to effectively collect seed, store
seed, and germinate seed is needed. Ash trees are polygamous as previously mentioned. This means some
trees are female only and bear seed on all mature branches; some trees are male only and bear no seeds
on any of their branches; then there are polygamous individuals that bear male flowers on certain
branches as well as seed bearing branches, expressing female reproductive components (Benedict, 2003).
This can make seed collection more difficult. Like the other topics surrounding ash there was a lack of
knowledge in the field of seed collection and the seed germination of ash species, which forces us to start
from square one. Many of the studies that have focused on seed collection have worked with ornamental
white ash trees in residential areas. The crown structure of these trees aids to the ease of seed collection
with low hanging, seed-bearing branches. In general, it appears white ash can more commonly have these
low hanging, seed bearing branches whereas green and brown ash typically have higher crowns that
generally never have these lower seed-bearing branches.
Because of this issue, experiments have looked at various strategies for collecting seed of brown
and green ash trees. Strategies include small seed cages that are manually installed and checked later by
tree climbers (Neptune). Experiments also are looking at long pruning brushes, commonly used in arborist
work, to cut seed-bearing branches for collection on the ground. There are even attempts of catapulting
sand bags up and over large branches, using a variety of launching mechanisms. Then shaking the rope
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that is looped over the branch vigorously to dislodge mature seeds for collection as they fall to the forest
floor (Ellis, 2006). Dave Ellis, a Plant Geneticist in the Plant Genetics Resources Preservation Program at
the National Center for Genetic Resources Preservation. Has produced an excellent document
recommending the best ways to collect ash (Fraxinus) seed. I recommend this document be referenced
before collecting any seed.
A huge potential threat discussed by Dr. Ellis in this document is the unintentional collection of
seed infested with fungus or disease. The infested seeds can infect other seeds in the seed stock of many
of these ash germination programs. Partnering with these programs can make your effort more effective.
Its programs like this that make artificial regeneration possible. Brown and green ash or even white ash
for that matter are not typical nursery stock due to their low economic value in comparison to other
species. This requires research and trial and error for determining how to produce nursery stock for ash
species. Les Benedict is a leading brown ash researcher with ties to the Saint Regis Mohawk tribe of New
York state. In the appendix of this manual there is a write up he has made on the collection and
germination of brown ash seed (Appendix 13). The process is in depth and alludes to the precision science
behind successfully germinating a brown ash seed.
The planting of these trees can be challenging due to the high-water table associated with these
sites. Due to the intense effort and resources associated in creating brown ash seedlings an inventory of
microsites/microtopography or pits and mounds at various sites can be extremely helpful in successful
artificial regeneration. It is also very useful to take note of the degree of herbivory at each site. It is
important to select a sites where animal browse is less likely to cause issues. Nate Seigert, the USDA Forest
Service entomologist, has spent many years studying and researching EAB since its arrival in North
America. He notices that snags and blowdowns of ash and non-ash species following an EAB attack can
create temporary deer exclusions around ash regeneration. In areas where these natural exclusions do
not occur implementing a variety of man-made deer exclusions can be effective. Many studies that have
explored this topic have looked at planting alternative non-ash species. Because of the ecological niche
that brown ash is filling within these lowland sites, trying to determine the best species to replace it is an
impossible task. Studies have looked at a variety of different species and the best results were observed
using containerized spruce and white pine seedlings. But, yellow birch was seen to be an affective underplanting species (Haugen et al. 2016). The Wisconsin Department of Natural resources has created a
checklist for evaluating lowland ash stands (Appendix 3) and it does an excellent job of out lining the
various management strategies I’ve mentioned here in this section and provides some additional insight
into their efficacy. There is much more research needed for developing specific strategies for effective ash
seed collection as well as the artificial regeneration of ash and non-ash species in these EAB impacted
forests.
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USDA Aphis

Biological Controls
USDA APHIS proposed the removal of the emerald ash borer domestic quarantine regulations.
This was posted online for comment in Fall of 2018 and was open for comments until November 19th,
2018 (USDA APHIS, 2018). The reasons for lifting this quarantine appears to point toward a focus of
program funds and resources on developing and administering bio-controls. Biological controls for EAB
utilize five parasitoid wasps. One of these parasitoids is native to North America and is very effective at
attacking EAB. Unfortunately, a majority of the state of Maine is too far north and out of the range of this
parasitoid wasp. Three of the wasps (Spathius agrili, Tetrastichus planipennisi, and Spathius galinae) are
larval parasitoids from Asia. They co-evolved with EAB and for that reason attack and help to control their
populations in Asia. These larval parasitoids lay their eggs inside the EAB feeding galleries using their
ovipositors. Trees with thicker bark do not allow wasps with smaller ovipositors to lay their eggs. Once
hatched they feed on the larvae of the borer in order to develop into an adult parasitoid. All of these
wasps are under question in terms of their efficacy in colder temperatures.
All of these wasps are similar, but they differ in two areas. Their observed success in colder temps
and the length of their ovipositor. The colder temperatures appear to effect S. galinae. This is fortunate
for Maine as this wasp is also one with a larger ovipositor that can successfully lay eggs in the ash trees
with thicker bark. However, the extent of this wasps’ northern range is not confirmed to reach across the
state in its entirety yet. The only other parasitoid currently approved by the USDA for use as a bio-control
for EAB is Oobius agrili, an egg parasitoid. Egg parasitoids lay their eggs within the egg masses of the borer.
The wasps’ larvae overwinter in these egg masses feeding on the EAB larvae and emerging in the spring.
In Asia, these wasps have been observed to parasitize 60% of EAB eggs. Many believe the best strategy
for combatting EAB with bio-control agents is to utilize both an egg parasitoid and a laval parasitoid. The
range of O. agrili has not been confirmed to include the state of Maine (USDA, 2017; Kanoti; MFS, 2018).
Nate Seigert spoke in Littleton, Maine at an EAB meeting about bio-control agents in April, 2019. He
mentioned a newly discovered Oobius species of wasp in Russia that would likely have a northern range
and be able to withstand the colder temperatures of Maine. However, he, much like everyone else, he is
a bit skeptical about the application of an invasive species to control the population of another invasive
species. There are more examples in history where this strategy has gone wrong than there are examples
of it being successful. This is an important consideration when deciding if bio-controls are a viable option
on your ash stand. If it is a preferred management direction Seigert explained that these biological control
agents are administered to state agencies from a rearing facility in Brighton, Michigan. Landowners within
those states need to be in contact with their state agency, the equivalents of the Maine Forest Service.
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They will provide you with information on bio-controls and a set of site evaluation criteria in order to
obtain a local land use permit for introducing the wasps. Because this program is not in operation here in
Maine these requirements are not clear currently and the process could be slightly different when the
program is established. Staying in contact with the state entomologist and the Maine Forest Service as it
is developed is the best course of action currently.
The USDA has a publication available for the EAB biological control release and recovery
guidelines for 2017-2018 available online at the following link:
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/plant_health/plant_pest_info/emerald_ash_b/downloads/EABFieldRelease-Guidelines.pdf
This publication outlines some of the site evaluation criteria landowners are required to provide
to get approval for the release of parasitoid wasps on their woodlot. All of these criteria are addressed in
this inventory manual. They include some general site characteristics, a percent composition and diameter
distribution of ash species, an estimation of the density of EAB infestation. The density of infestation
estimation is based off of monitoring efforts for EAB signs and symptoms, something all forest managers
should be doing regardless as to whether bio-controls are management option. To aid in establishing that
estimation of infestation they provide the following parameters.
Table 1.1
Rating
Degree of
Infestation

None
No confirmed EAB
signs or
symptoms have
been observed.

Low
EAB signs and
symptoms
confirmed, but
difficult to find.

Medium
Trees are
beginning to show
frequent signs
and symptoms of
EAB.

High
Greater than 25%
of ash trees are
showing signs and
symptoms of EAB

This is a useful table for deciding the relative intensity of your EAB infestation. There is site
assessment data that this manual includes regarding bio-controls that the USDA guidelines do not require.
That being an assessment of the dominant shrub layer species in the brown ash corridors. This is partly
due to the need of a high sugar resource, commonly found in shrub species in Asia, for many of these
parasitoid wasps (Hassett, 2015). Bio-controls can be effective and may be the best option for sustaining
our ash resource into the future. Implementing this manual in managing EAB populations and this manual
will provide you the necessary data for getting enrolled into EAB biological control programs.
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Insecticides
Insecticides can be effective in controlling local EAB populations and protecting the more valuable
ash trees, even large diameter ones. However, some insecticides on the market are more effective than
others. This section introduces some of the insecticide treatments available today and answers some
common questions associated with EAB insecticide treatments.
As always, with insecticide chemicals, following the application directions on the bottle or
packaging of the chemical is necessary to achieve desired results. Insecticide treatments are costly and
should only be done when EAB is confirmed in the stand. In general, it has been thought that there is no
need to apply insecticide when EAB is not around, it is a waste of money. However, Insecticide treatments
can occur in advance of EAB infestations; in hope to lessen the impact on larger seed-bearing individuals.
Following this early application of insecticide, and once EAB has arrived in the ash stand, a release of biocontrol wasps is being looked at as a potential long-term management method for EAB populations.
Insecticides can be a pollutant, but, fortunately the more successful injected systemic insecticides are not
observed to enter the surrounding soil or pollen of treated ash trees and therefore is not a serious concern
(Deborah McCullough). However, basal applications, soil drenches, or cover sprays of these chemicals are
subject to drift and can adversely affect the environment and other insects in the area, and could
adversely affect pollenators. Some studeies suggest that the use of many of these chemicals is linked to a
decline in honey bee populations in the central part of the country. In the case of brown ash trees, their
associated wetland complex is at high risk of pollution from these treatments. Local regulations may
prohibit this management strategy on brown ash stands for that reason. Les Benedict, a member of the
Saint Regis Mohawk tribe in upstate New York, has stated that the Mohawk tribe will not utilize insecticide
treatments on their brown ash stands due to this risk of pollution in their associated sensitive wetland
areas. The Mohawk tribe may be open the use of the less problematic, injected systemic insecticides. It is
also important to note that some of the chemicals mentioned in this section may not be accepted in all
states. Contacting your local arborist or state agency to determine the acceptance of some of these
chemicals may be necessary. If the crown of your ash tree is showing greater than 50% die-back, then it
is not recommended that insecticides be used on it. This is because majority of the chemicals being used
to treat EAB are systemic insecticides that require the tree to move the chemical throughout its vascular
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system to reach EAB adult beetles and larvae. They’re either impacted within the tree (i.e. feeding
galleries) or via consumption of foliage containing the insecticide chemical. A tree with significant dieback will not translocate the insecticide chemical at a high enough rate to achieve the necessary level of
effectiveness to protect the tree from EAB. These are all impacts and consideration you need to address
before administering insecticide treatments on your ash stand.
A common concern is the cost and benefit of insecticide treatments. Many of the more effective
treatments tend to be costlier and along with that cost they require application to be done by a licensed
professional. The costs for application by a licensed professional vary from contractor to contractor and
region to region. For that reason, it is difficult to determine a specific cost associated with EAB insecticide
treatments. There are online cost estimators for EAB insecticide treatments. The Urban Tree Alliance has
a cost estimator that uses a measure of a trees circumference to determine the cost to remove that tree
as well as to treat that tree with insecticide, allowing landowners to make informed decisions on how to
manage their ash resource. In all cases the calculator shows that the cost of insecticide is lower than the
cost of removal. Many studies affirm that claim, having shown in landscape or residential settings, using
a variety of insecticide chemicals, that the cost associated with bi-annual insecticide treatments (typically
every 2 years, but in some cases 3-4 years) is less than the costs associated with removing and replacing
trees. However, over time repeated bi-annual treatments will eventually exceed the costs of removing
the tree. The Urban Tree Alliance’s (UTA) “EAB cost calculator” estimates that a 20 in. DBH ash tree will
cost $200.00 to treat with insecticide and cost roughly $1045.00 to remove, assuming no revenue is
generated from the harvest of the tree. The difference in cost establishes that it would take 10 years of
bi-annual treatments of the insecticide to equal the costs of removing the tree. It also states that the 20inch ash tree would provide $198 annually in beneficial ecosystem services, this is an important
consideration. A link for the EAB cost estimator is provided below. Before considering insecticides, I
recommend getting a quote from a local arborist. This will allow you to better budget the cost associated
with insecticide treatments.
How practical is treating a stand of ash though? In the case study for this manual, seen as appendix
item 1, the area for which stage 3 of the inventory occurs is known as a brown ash corridor. It is an area
where brown ash is confirmed and likely to be occurring in high density. The results from data analysis of
the stage 3 inventory associated with the case study, returned that the brown ash corridor was 2.6 acres
in size and had 178 ash trees recorded, mostly brown ash but a large amount of white ash as well. This
gives you roughly 68 ash trees per acre in the corridor. The average DBH among those trees was calculated
to be around 8 inches. According to the Urban Tree Alliance’s EAB cost calculator an 8-inch DBH ash tree
cost $79.00 to treat with insecticide. This cost is seen every two years for retreatment purposes. Below,
organized in table 1.2, I have organized the bi-annual costs associated with treating an ash stand based
on the case studies principal, 2.6 acre, brown ash corridor.
Table 1.2
Total Ash Recorded
178

Ash Recorded/Acre
68.46

Bi-annual Cost to Treat Stand ($)
$14,062.00

Bi-annual Cost to Treat/Acre ($)
$5,408.46

*Based on an 8 inch as tree. Costs calculated using UTA: EAB cost calculator.

Because Insecticides have been shown to be effective in combatting local populations of EAB and
preserving high value ash trees, the market has been flooded with a variety of options that utilize one or
a combination of two of the nine different active ingredients that have been proven to be effective in
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treating ash trees against EAB impacts. Many of the studies that have assessed the efficacy of these
various active ingredients have claimed that emamectin benzoate is the most successful. It does still
require bi-annual application to the tree, through trunk injection by a licensed professional which can
have varying associated costs. The North Central Integrated Pest Management Center (NCIPMC) has a
publication available online that provides a lot of detail on EAB insecticide treatments (Appendix 13) It
can be accessed at the following link:
NCIPMC publication:
http://www.emeraldashborer.info/documents/Multistate_EAB_Insecticide_Fact_Sheet.pdf
UTA EAB cost calculator:
https://www.urbantreealliance.org/eab-costs/
In the NCIPMC publication there is a table (provided below) that list the insecticide options
available to home owners and licensed professionals. Some of these chemicals, but not all, have been
observed to consistently and effectively protect ash trees from EAB during periods of high insect pressure.
Reference the publication for additional details on these options.
Table 1.3
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For each of the insecticide options available, the application method is provided. For home
owners that choose not to hire a professional, options include soil drenches, injections or granules. Studies
indicate varying results with these methods, in some cases no positive impact was observed. The trunk
injections appear to be the most effective with treatments lasting anywhere from 1-3 years (3 years is
beginning to be the standard) depending on the insect pressure and product selected. These systemic
injected pesticides also come in basal bark applications. These varieties are much more soluble and for
that reason the potential for pollution is greater. With that being said, the efficacy of the basal bark
varieties is similar to that of the injected systemic pesticides. Cover sprays also vary in efficacy dependent
on insect pressure and product selection. Many do not recommend cover sprays because of this
uncertainty associated with their efficacy as well as the potential for drift during application that can
adversely affect adjacent vegetation, water sources, and non-target insects. Be sure to contact you state
agency for recommendations on insecticide treatments and never move forward as an unlicensed
individual with application of products that require a licensed professional.
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Chapter 2: An Overview of The Inventory Strategy
This inventory is essentially a three-stage process. Three stages may sound costly, but the first
stage will more than likely be pre-existing, meaning the group/individual interested in inventorying ash;
will already have this data available. Forestry departments for tribal affiliations are actively engaging in
timber harvests on tribal lands and the associated cruising data can serve as an existing dataset. These
existing datasets are used here to localize the efforts of the more extensive inventory stages that follow
in this manual. Doing this can allow land managers to be more cost effective in their approach to
inventorying their ash resource. As a bench mark for this existing data reference, I will outline the current
timber cruising process being implemented on Passamaquoddy Tribal Lands by the Passamaquoddy
Forestry Department. It is important to note that because this existing data is for areas set to be harvested
this approach is opportunistic and will not inventory areas that are not set to be harvested. However, the
existing dataset could be number of things. Below are some of the more common datasets that may be
at your disposal.
•
•
•
•

Timber Cruising Data
Continuous Forest Inventory Data (CFI)
Stand Type Mapping
LiDAR and Some Other Remote Sensing Strategies

The above options are all widely available and common on managed forest lands across the state,
with the exception being LiDAR, although a majority of the state has been flown with LiDAR. LiDAR stands
for light detection and ranging, it is a remote sensing technology that can be very useful in forest inventory
and mapping strategies. LiDAR mapping can create very fine textured mapping of topography and provide
input into the determination of depth to water table. These are very useful in determining areas in which
brown ash are more likely to occur. Vegetation indices are another remote sensing tool used to distinguish
various vegetation, there may be an index that is strongly correlated to ash (Fraxinus) species and provide
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input for delineating ash stands. This is not something that is known currently and is a future direction for
researchers. Suzanne Greenlaw, a University of Maine Graduate Student, is working on developing a
remote sensing model for mapping areas of basket quality brown ash. This could serve as a very useful
tool in delineating ash stands and brown ash corridors and should be explored in the future as a potential
mapping tool (Appendix 2).

Stage 1 of Inventory (An existing dataset example)
(Passamaquoddy Forestry Department Timber Cruising Protocol)
Outline: Plots are laid out in a systematic grid pattern across the landscape at a spacing of 1 plot for every
10 acres. This puts plots approximately 660 feet apart or 10 chains. Each individual plot is inventoried
using a variable radius technique that utilizes a 15 basal area factor prism (BAF). Each plot visited, is
assessed using a stand type coding system and operability is also assessed. Swinging the prism starting in
the north facing direction each “in” tree encountered while spinning in a clockwise direction is
measured/assessed for designation of acceptable growing stock (AGS) / unacceptable growing stock
(UGS), species, DBH, and products; the product designation is applied to each 8ft section along the stem
and can include the branches on larger trees. Product designations can be cull, pulpwood, stud wood, log,
or veneer specs. Notes can be made on regeneration and certain site characteristics at the discretion of
the inventory personnel (Carle). If ash is noted during the inventory process or if actual data on ash is
collected, then a series of follow-up questions should be answered.
(If ash is present) follow-up questions:
-

What is the estimated number of years until next harvest/development/land-use change
or conversion?
What is the relative level of human activity on or around the stand?
o (ex. Hiking or biking trails, recreational trails, hunting and fishing access.)
Think in terms of public visitation. If visits occur daily to weekly, then the rating is high; every other
week to monthly is moderate, and every other month or longer between visits is a low rating.

-

What are the nearby major roads, developed areas, open areas, or surface water
features?
What is the percent composition of ash? *
Is the woodlot connected to adjacent woodlots or is isolated?
What is the proximity of this stand to known EAB infestations? (measured in miles)
What is the proximity of this stand to known EAB quarantined areas? (measured in miles)
* Metric derived from tree level data

The Must Have Information Moving Forward
Stage 1 is a pre-existing data set and can be a range of different things. What is important is that
this pre-existing dataset is useful. Time is money, and inventory plots cost money to measure. So in the
interest of time and money it is essential that you have certain information for moving forward to stage 2
of this inventory. Luckily this information is fairly minimal and most preexisting data sources will provide
it. You need to have aerial imagery (preferably leaf off imagery) for the potential ash stand. You need a
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data source that can allude to the presence or lack thereof ash in the area and surrounding areas of the
potential ash stand. If possible identify the percent composition of ash, as calculated in equation 2.1, for
the given area. Lastly, if this pre-existing dataset is cruising data or CFI data you may have field notes from
inventory personnel available, that indicate ash encounters. This can be very useful information in
delineating ash stands. If this was not something practiced prior to the threats of EAB perhaps informing
personnel of this practice can ensure that this resource is available in the future. What this existing
dataset ultimately provides is a means of localizing the more extensive inventory stages that follow. With
the PFD example a systematic spacing of 1 plot for every 10 acres will likely pick up any significant
component of ash. Mapping out these areas can help to localize stages 2 and 3 of the ash resource
inventory. Once this data is analyzed and you determine the area for which a significant ash component
is present on your woodlot you can move on to stage 2. A significant ash component that would require
a stage two inventory will typically have a percent composition of ash greater than or equal to 10%. As
derived from the principal equation:
Equation 2.1
𝐴𝑠ℎ 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(%) =

(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑠ℎ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑒)
(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑒)

Disclaimer: The data outlined in this inventory are not necessarily essential to the management of every
ash stand. For example, an upland ash stand doesn’t require a stage 3 inventory at all; a stand that does
not ever want to implement artificial regeneration techniques or engage in the cooperative agreement
associated with EAB bio-controls does not necessarily need to identify the species associated in the shrub
layer. In order to avoid the collection of unnecessary data land managers should reference the back of
this manual (Chapter 6), where each piece of data collected is justified and determine if the justification
aligns with the management goals and objectives of the landowner(s).

Red Flags to Look For
Because of the variability of this existing data set, the usefulness of that dataset in setting up stage
two of this inventory, is equally as variable. For that reason, it is important to be aware of data that is
publicly available to you through the Maine office of GIS or federal and state agencies like the Maine
Forest Service and the U.S. Forest Service. Additionally, Universities often will share data they are
collecting and can provide tools and management information that can assist you in managing your ash
resource. Much like any other career path, forest management and all other natural resource
management, is a field in which you have signed up for a lifetime of learning. So, being up to date and
caught up with the latest research will make you a better forester and natural resource manager.
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Stage 2 of Inventory
Outline: Now that a significant ash component has been identified, as determined by the percent
composition for all ash species combined. Inventorying it in order to formulate an EAB response plan is
the essential next step to protecting your ash resource. To not over complicate the inventory process
adopting the same inventory strategy as in stage 1, but using a 20 basal area factor prism (BAF) prism with
a plot for every 1.5 acres, appears to be the easiest and most obvious choice in inventory scheme/strategy.
We are using a 20 BAF prism for two reasons. The first being to improve efficiency, the other is to align
with the area-based requirements for NRCS inventory standards. They will fund projects on woodlots that
have a plot for every 1.5 acres when at most a 20 BAF prism is used. Regeneration data will consist of a
tally count by species for saplings that occur within the nested 1/100th acre plots (radius of 11.78 feet);
alternative plot sizes can be substituted here. It is common to use a 1/217th acre plot as it has a radius of
around 8 feet, allowing for quick establishment of plot boundaries using a stick marked at the appropriate
length; an 8-foot stick is easier to carry in the woods than a 12-foot stick. It may be useful to utilize a
collapsible fishing rod in this circumstance. In either case saplings are defined as all stems >0.5 in DBH and
<4.5 in DBH. Here there will be additional stand level info/data collected, additional plot level data
collected, and additional tree level data collected. They are listed below.

Stand Level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All the follow-up questions from stage 1 should be associated with this ash stand.
Map(s) showing depth to water table, drainage class, ponding frequency, and soil series
The percent composition of ash should be updated for the specific delineated ash stand.
*
An overall product designation of cull, bolt wood, potential log, log, veneer, stud wood,
and pulpwood on a per acre basis *
An age class and or size class distribution by species *
Percent composition of ash species on a per acre basis *
Percent composition of EAB infestation on a per acre basis *

* Metric derived from tree level data

Plot Level:
•
•
•
•

Overall Topography (Slope, Aspect, Elevation)
Presence of any invasive species (note species if possible)
Microtopography (degree of pits and mounds)
Nested 1/100th acre circular regeneration survey plots
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Tree level:
•

Live crown ratio
o HCB (Height to Crown Base), Ht (Total Height), LCR (Live Crown Ratio)
o

•
•
•

(𝐻𝑡−𝐻𝐶𝐵)
𝐻𝑡

= 𝐿𝐶𝑅

Diameter at breast height
Species
Overall product designation for the tree (See chapter 4 for reference)
Tree Level (ash species only):

•
•

Is it a Male, Female, or Polygamous individual?
Monitoring: EAB signs and symptoms
Signs:
o
o
o
o

Exit holes
Serpentine feeding galleries
Actual insect Identified (adult or larvae)
Egg masses

Symptoms:
o
o
o

Flagging and/or die-back
Bark Splitting
Evidence of wood pecker feeding or “blonding”

Takeaway for later stages: As you may have been able to assume, this stage sets up a focused inventory
that will target brown ash. To do this brown ash corridors are identified using this stage two data and
other publicly available data. Again, this focusing of efforts will allow natural resource managers and
foresters to focus their efforts on inventorying the necessary areas only.

Disclaimer: The data outlined in this inventory are not necessarily essential to the management of every
ash stand. For example, an upland ash stand doesn’t require a stage 3 inventory at all; a stand that does
not ever want to implement artificial regeneration techniques or engage in the cooperative agreement
associated with EAB bio-controls does not necessarily need to identify the species associated in the shrub
layer. In order to avoid the collection of unnecessary data land managers should reference the back of
this manual (Chapter 6), where each piece of data collected is justified and determine if the justification
aligns with the management goals and objectives of the landowner(s).
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Stage 3 of Inventory
Outline: The data collected in stage 2 will provide an excellent set of data for developing management
regimes for upland ash components like white and sometimes green ash. Although stage 2 may have
picked up some brown ash it can be difficult to implement a management plan for brown ash or lowland
ash sites without delineating the natural boundaries of the lowland ash corridor and determining the
specific characteristics of that wetland.
In the case of no brown ash being picked up by field notes or the actual inventory data associated
with stage 2 there would be no need to implement stage 3 of this manual. But if brown ash was noted
during the stage 2 inventory or was picked up in the data collection; I recommend stage 3 be implemented
on the areas you have identified as brown ash corridors.
Delineating the edge of this corridor can be done prior to the third entry to the field, see the
section on “The Delineation of Ash Corridors” for reference. This is a particularly important stage for the
tribal affiliates due to the cultural significance of brown ash. The better your understanding of these sites
is, across your landscape, the better armed you will be for protecting and sustaining the longevity of the
brown ash resource.
Stage three has some economic implications as many would view this as the third time
inventorying the same area; a waste of funds. I understand this argument and have chosen to implement
a 3P inventory in the delineated brown ash corridors for that reason. A 3P inventory is very quick, efficient,
and accurate. It is particularly useful in this application as It has been found to be effective in the inventory
of rare species and it requires that every tree in the ash corridor be visited. Each tree that is visited in the
corridor will get an ocular measurement or visual estimation of species, and DBH. For the purposes of this
inventory estimations only need to be made for trees that appear to have a DBH of 4.5 inches or lager.
For those trees that are visited, their DBH estimation will be transformed using Wykoff
coefficients to give an estimated volume for the tree. If the transformed DBH yields a volume higher than
some randomly selected number between 0 and the “KZ” value then the tree will be measured closely
and is referred to as a “sample tree” in this manual, for additional information on 3P and the “KZ” value
please see the “3P inventory section” of this manual.
As ocular estimations are made while walking through the corridor from one end to the other a
few the trees, the “sample trees”, will be selected for actual measurement. In addition to the previously
mentioned data to be collected there will also be some “plot level” data associated with each “sample
tree” which will be taken according to the surroundings of each site tree. The limiting distance of this
“surrounding” area is 10 feet. Tree level data will be analyzed to produce some per acre metrics.
Regeneration data will be collected using 1/100th acre plots chosen at random from the ash corridor, these
plots should occur once per every 1.5 acres. For efficiency as well as to avoid bias in the selection of
regeneration survey areas, the plots should be selected prior to site visit and put on a GPS unit for ease of
locating by inventory personnel.
Regeneration data will consist of a tally count by species for saplings that occur within the 1/100th
acre plots, as previously mentioned alternative plot sizes can be substituted. Saplings are defined as all
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stems >0.5 in dbh and <4.5 in dbh. All data mentioned above in stage 2, is also collected during stage 3.
Any data that is plot level in stage 2 is associated with the “sample trees” here in stage 3. The exception
to that rule is the regeneration survey as that will be achieved with the random plots. The stage 3 “plot
level”, and tree level data that are collected in addition to the data from stage 2 are listed below.

“Corridor” Level
•
•
•
•
•
•

All the follow-up questions from stage 1 should be associated with this brown ash
corridor.
The percent composition of ash should be updated for the specific delineated brown ash
corridor. Reference equation 2.1 for calculation.
Instead of AGS1 and UGS1 an overall product designation of cull, bolt wood, potential log,
log, veneer, stud wood, and pulpwood on a per acre basis*
An age class and or size class distribution by species*
Percent composition of ash species on a per acre basis*
Percent composition of EAB infestation on a per acre basis*
*

Metric derived from tree level data

“Plot” Level (taken according to the surrounding area of each “site tree”):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrological classification
Dominant shrub layer species 1,2, and 3
Dominant ground vegetation species 1,2, and 3
Presence of any invasive species (note species if possible)
Microtopography (degree of pits and mounds)
Randomly placed circular 1/100th acre regeneration survey plots*
*

Is “plot” level data not associated with the 10-foot circular “surrounding area” of sample trees

Tree level (ocular estimates given for every tree and actual measurement given for each “sample tree”):
•
•

Every tree in the corridor will be given ocular estimation of species and DBH
Live crown ratio
o HCB (Height to Crown Base), Ht (Total Height), LCR (Live Crown Ratio)
o

•
•
•

(𝐻𝑡−𝐻𝐶𝐵)
𝐻𝑡

= 𝐿𝐶𝑅

Diameter at breast height
Species
Overall product designation for the tree (See chapter 4 for reference)
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Tree Level (“sample trees” that are ash species only):
•
•

Is it a Male, Female, or Polygamous individual?
Monitoring: EAB signs and symptoms
Signs:
o
o
o
o

Exit holes
Serpentine feeding galleries
Actual insect Identified (adult or larvae)
Egg masses

Symptoms:

•

o Flagging and/or die-back
o Bark Splitting
o Evidence of wood pecker feeding or “blonding”
Increment bore to measure growth increment (done for every 5th brown ash “site tree”)*
* If the stand is being attacked by EAB or is at high risk of attack (less than 10 miles from a known infestation). Then boring
trees for ring width data is not recommended.

At the completion of stage 3 recall the three questions referenced in the section “Background
Information on Basketry” for determining the sites potential for being a basket quality brown ash (BQBA)
site. The three questions were:
•
•
•

Is the diameter distribution shifted toward smaller diameters that would enable most individuals
to carry 8-10 foot logs over their shoulder to a nearby accessible road?
Are the stems straight and true or are there many defects and sweep associated with the ash on
the site?
In terms of site hydrology; is this site very “swampy” and flooded for most of the growing season
or is the site draining fairly well and serving more as a flood plain or outwash area?

If the site has potential for being a BQBA site, then relay that information to basket makers and
harvesters.

Disclaimer: The data outlined in this inventory are not necessarily essential to the management of every
ash stand. For example, an upland ash stand doesn’t require a stage 3 inventory at all; a stand that does
not ever want to implement artificial regeneration techniques or engage in the cooperative agreement
associated with EAB bio-controls does not necessarily need to identify the species associated in the shrub
layer. In order to avoid the collection of unnecessary data land managers should reference the back of
this manual (Chapter 6), where each piece of data collected is justified and determine if the justification
aligns with the management goals and objectives of the landowner(s).
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A look at The 3P Inventory Technique
“3P” is a very versatile inventory strategy based on the principal of “probability proportional to
prediction” (Iles 436). And has been said to have a wide range of potential application in all facets of
natural resource management. It was first introduced in 1963 by L.R. Grosenbaugh at an annual Society
of American Foresters meeting (Iles,2003; West, 2011). It is seemingly becoming more popular among
forest inventory strategies over time, it is commonly implemented in areas that are small in size and have
high value timber, and/or undiscernible boundaries (Bell, 1995). This essay will explore the basics of
traditional or regular 3P inventory techniques and highlight the overall strengths and weaknesses of this
inventory strategy. In closing this essay will summarize the use of 3P inventory techniques and their
application in an Ash (Fraxinus) resource inventory strategy being implemented on the University Forest
for the development of an emerald ash borer response plan for Native American tribes here in the state
of Maine.
To start, we will look at the basic scheme that is executed when applying a 3P inventory technique.
Let’s use an example to do this. Let’s say there is a 50-acre woodlot that needs to be inventoried. There
are several reasons as to why you might choose a 3P inventory technique to accomplish this and I will
explain those later. What choosing 3P as your approach requires, is that every tree (maybe determined
by a break point diameter) within the stand is sampled. Sounds very timely and costly, doesn’t it? But, it
is in fact the opposite of that. Here is why. Every tree will receive an ocular or visual estimation of some
metric, typically total volume / merchantable volume. The variable being estimated is sometimes referred
to as the auxiliary variable and this can literally be any variable estimated in any units (West, 2011). This
estimation is quick and efficient and allows the “estimator” to move through the stand quickly. No one
person would estimate a tree the same volume as another; but that one person will typically be able to
show consistency in their estimation of volume for that same tree. That consistency is what makes 3P
possible. Now if an individual was consistent; they could most definitely still be wrong. But, that is okay
because the estimates are adjusted using an average ratio between their estimate for the tree and the
true measurement of the tree. To determine this ratio actual measurements, need to be taken. For this
reason, all 3P inventory techniques are a 2-phase process. The second phase is done using a subset of the
population, they’re known as sample trees (Iles, 2003; West, 2011). Using the data from your sample trees
and the ocular estimates for that tree you can determine the ratio for which the estimate was off from
the true measurement. Doing this for all the sample trees and averaging those ratios gives you the average
amount your estimates are off. Using this average ratio, you can adjust the rest of your estimates to get
them closer to the true measurement. Totaling your adjusted estimates can give you an estimate of the
total volume for the 50-acre parcel based on measures of every tree in the stand (Isles, 2003).
As I mentioned earlier the basic principal of a 3P inventory is “probability proportional to
prediction”. But, the example above doesn’t allude entirely to this principal. So, what exactly does this
mean? To answer this question, we must focus our attention on the selection of sample trees. Sample
trees are selected using a comparison of your estimate to a random number. If your ocular estimate is
larger than this random number, the tree is selected as a sample tree and you record the actual
measurements. That random number ranges from 0 and your KZ or K+Z. This KZ range can be set arbitrarily
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or calculated based on a rough estimate of your expected total stand volume, or whatever metric you’re
looking at. Essentially what your KZ value does is set your sample size; the larger the KZ the fewer sample
trees you will encounter during inventory and vice versa. You’re sampling to correct as I mentioned above,
and the selection of those samples are determined using probability proportional to prediction; hence
“3P” (Ilse, 2003). Next, we will look at how to set your sample size.
In many cases you want to set your sample sizes due to a needed level of certainty / confidence
interval or to meet the requirements set by your company or a cost share program. Because 3P is not
widely accepted in forest inventory many cost share programs (Such as NRCS) and 3rd party certifications
that have forest inventory standards do not accept 3P inventories. Unless a case is pleaded regarding the
high level of accuracy executed by the 3P inventory. NRCS and other cost share programs that use an areabased assessment of inventories do not typically set a certain number of sample trees per acre for 3P
inventories; but as this technique builds its popularity that may be a future direction (Weiskittel). To set
your sample size a rough idea or estimate of the total for whatever metric you are estimating is needed.
For example, if you know the 50-acre woodlot should yield near 30,000 BF and you want to sample 25
trees throughout the inventory process. You would want to use the principal equation of 𝐾𝑍 =
(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)
(𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 # 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠)

; this would yield a KZ of 1200. If the estimated volume of a given tree is

equivalent to or greater than a randomly generated number between 0 and 1200, or the KZ value, than
that tree is selected as a sample tree and an actual measurement is made (Iles, 2003).
When implementing a 3P inventory the random number and volume estimations may seem to be
tedious and challenging to execute and compare in the field. This is an issue that has been trouble shot
over the years and is well streamlined at this point. Most commercial level implementations of 3P utilize
a program that will simply take the height and/or DBH estimates and produce a number via volume tables
to be used in the comparison to a random number and advise you to measure or not (Iles, 2003). In the
early years of 3P this wasn’t available and random
numbers were generated ahead of time and printed
out as lists for in field comparison. The estimator crew
would use their estimates and manually generate a
number for comparison using the local volume tables.
This can be a bit more time consuming and requires the
estimator to keep track of what random numbers to
use for comparison but just like any other strategy you
become more efficient with practice.

A study by Thomas E. Burk used a very straight
forward and versatile volume table to do this. The
volume table can be seen below in table 1; Burk notes
that it is an extended and interpolated version of
Gervorkiantz and Olsens table 11 (1955). A table like
this is useful in circumstances where volume estimates
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are not wanted as they’re not needed or will be calculated at the computer following inventory. Instead
all that is collected in the field are DBH measures; in these case Iles recommends utilizing a technique
referred to as transformation of the random number. This allows you to use the DBH of a tree directly for
the determination of its selection as a sample tree. The estimated DBH is compared to a T-value. Which is
commonly generated using a volume table, such as the one Burk used, to indicate the DBH that would
generate a volume equivalent to the random number generated from 0 to KZ. These transformed random
numbers are printed on a list and used for easy comparison in the field (Burk,2012; Iles, 2003).
When choosing whether to implement 3P, it is important to first determine if the given area or
situation is well suited for 3P. Here are some scenarios where 3P is an obvious choice. If the stand is
already requiring that you visit every tree in the stand for marking purposes, then it would be an obvious
choice to implement 3P. In addition, if the area is small in size the task of visiting every tree within the
area is not as daunting a task as it would be in a large area. If the area is small and you’re choosing to
inventory it. Then a high level of precision is probably desired; 3P can deliver that high level of precision
because you’re visiting every tree within the stand. If there is a significant issue with edge effect in the
stand 3P can account for that variability around the boundary as well as any other variability across the
area by assessing every tree within the stand; assuming that the estimator can be consistent in their ratio
of estimate to true measurement (Isles, 2003).
In the case of this inventory, it is brown ash corridors that are best inventoried using 3P. As
mentioned before, brown ash has a serious cultural significance to the tribe and some basket makers even
make an honest living producing baskets for basket shows throughout the year (Newell). But other than
those select few basket makers there is little economic value in brown ash. Generating an inventory of
these corridors as a result requires a cost benefit analysis that accounts for that cultural aspect. To make
that analysis more favorable for the implementation of the inventory, using 3P which requires little time
and resources to implement is an obvious choice. The other two major benefits for using 3P here are that
you are visiting every tree in the area for EAB monitoring purposes and all the while capturing inventory
of the rare species that occur in the area. As I have mentioned before Brown ash is a rare species but
when you’re inventorying a brown ash corridor, brown ash is no longer the minority, it is the majority. 3P
will pick up many of the alternative species (the minority) that occur within the corridor and allow
managers to determine what species to promote as a replacement of brown ash considering EAB impacts.
This has been seen to be the most successful management strategy in improving a stands resilience to an
EAB attack. Now in this example we are not interested in the volume of the of stand per say but that
information is useful, we really just want to know the density of ash and develop a diameter distribution
with that information. 3P does this wonderfully. The use of 3P as described above, makes a 3P inventory
technique an obvious choice in the development of an EAB response plan for the Native American tribes
of Maine.
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The Delineation of an Upland Ash Stand
This is done using three data sources for a post stratification. The three data sources you will utilize
will be:
1.) The pre-existing data source mentioned in the outline for stage 1. Which in the example for the
stage 1 outline was cruising data.
2.) (When available) Any field notes taken traveling from plot to plot by inventory personnel
3.) And lastly aerial imagery, just to discern hardwood from softwood. (So preferably leaf off
imagery.)

This information can be synthesized in a GIS to help in the delineation of an ash stand. The exact
boundaries of the stand can be reestablished with a site visit. If a site visit isn’t done it may make sense
when implementing stage 2, to skip any measurements on plots where no ash species are present to
improve efficiency, remember to make a note that no data was collected at the plot because of an absence
of ash. Use these void plots to adjust the boundaries and area of the ash stand for mapping purposes.
Because of previous timber harvests foresters and other staff that have been working the property for
several years may know where these stands are, utilize that knowledge. Another source of information is
basket makers and harvesters. They all have areas where they like to go and harvest their ash. The
locations may be secretive but as the threat of EAB approaches for the sake of the ash resource these
stand will likely become known. Inventorying them is a priority when that time comes. To help facilitate
this interaction with basket makers and harvesters see the section “An Ash Harvest Protocol for Tribal
Lands” in chapter 5 of this manual. There are a lot of similarities between this and the process for the
delineation of brown ash corridors. But, there is some additional resources involved with brown ash
corridors, I will elaborate on that in the next section. With that being said; the figures and maps used in
the next section can be useful guides for delineating upland ash stands.

The Delineation of a Brown Ash Corridor
To focus efforts for stage 3, identifying the areas where brown ash is occurring is essential. This is
done using 3 sources of information to post stratify your stage 2 inventory. Those data sources are shown
below.
1.) Soils information
2.) National Wetlands Inventory Information
3.) Stage 2 data and field notes.
Brown ash is commonly associated with sites that have certain soil types that fall within the soil orders
of Histosols and Entisols, both orders are present in Maine (Wright and Rauscher,1981). Typically map
units for soil surveys use the broadest classification of soils, that being a soil series complex. Soil series
can contain soil types from classified as Histosols/Entisols or not. This means it can be difficult to
determine if the map unit classification of your soil series complex is predominantly a Histosol or Entisol.
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As a rule of thumb we know that Histosols are “organic soils commonly known as peat bogs or mucky
soils, but include shallow deposits of organic material above bedrock” and Entisols are “mineral soils in
which there is very little evidence of soil development” (Ferwerda et al.,1997). Knowing this and knowing
the area you are inventorying well, can help you determine which map units from a soil survey would
most likely be predominantly a Histosol or Entisol. To help in that delineation the table below shows soil
series that are common in Maine and that are typically associated with lowland sites and flood plains
where brown ash is more likely to occur.
Table 2.1
Map Unit Name

Lowland sites
Swanville-BoothbayBiddeford

Scantic-Lamoine-BuxtonLyman

Nicholville-BuxtonDixfield-Scantic

Flood Plains
Cornish-FryeburgPodunk-Ondawa

Data Source: Maine Department of Agriculture and Forestry and the U.S. Department of Agriculture

You should use the above table to determine where these soils occur on your ash stand. Soils
information for your area can be acquired using the USDA web soil survey (WSS) application at the
following link: https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm.
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Figure 2.1
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The web soil application can be very useful in making maps and delineating brown ash corridors
for the purposes of this inventory. In the appendix of this manual you can find a publication that walks
you through the process of accessing this information and downloading it for use in a GIS (Appendix 9).
The primary data found on the USDA WSS that you would be interested in for this inventory, are soil series
classifications, depth to water table, drainage class, and (if available for the area of interest) ponding
frequency. When delineating the boundaries of an ash corridor you can use these soil series polygons and
their associated depth to water table or drainage class rating/ponding frequency to aid in setting the
boundaries for the corridor.
National wetlands inventory (NWI) data is publicly available online for download. These wetland
delineations were done though visual assessment of aerial imagery primarily in the 1980’s. Some small
percent of the classified wetlands may be ground truth verified, but many are not. Even with that being
so, NWI layers will identify many of the areas where brown ash is occurring simply due to their ties to the
sites hydrology. The boundaries set by NWI layers can also be used in aiding in the delineation of brown
ash corridor boundaries. In the appendix of this manual you can find a publication that walks you through
the process of accessing this information and downloading it for use in a GIS (Appendix 10). Your stage 2
data, like in the delineation of an ash stand, serves as a vital resource in post stratification. Using the
information from stage 2 plots you can run queries in a GIS to determine which plots had brown ash
present. This information, along with GPS points tied to the locations of areas where inventory personnel
noted brown ash encounters, can be used to further delineate the boundary of your brown ash corridor.
Above on page 34, figure 2.1 displays a series of snapshots that visually explain the above process of using
all three data sources to delineate the boundaries of a brown ash corridor. To show how successful this
strategy can be in comparison to going out in the field and visually setting the boundaries for which ash is
occurring, figure 2.2 shows a comparison of an in-field and remotely delineated ash corridor. The results
highlight the efficacy of this process.
Figure 2.2
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Chapter 3: A Closer Look at Stage 2
Essential Equipment
To implement stage two, you will need the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A GPS and Compass for navigation
20 Basal Area Factor Prism
Calipers or Diameter tape
100-foot linear tape for height estimations and measuring regen plot radius
Clinometer for height estimations
Flagging (assorted colors as needed)
Plot pins (posts and tags for permanent plots)

Alternatives to this equipment do exist. It may be a good idea to carry binoculars for looking at the
canopy of ash trees for determining male, female, or polygamous individuals as well as to distinguish the
three ash species from one another. A stage 2 data spread sheet is shown below and is referenced in the
step by step process below. For collection of this data printing out this provided datasheet is
recommended. You can access the data sheet by downloading it from the CD that is included in the front
of this manual.
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A Step by Step Process at The Plot
This section will take you to through a chronological step by step process at the plot level.
1. Navigate to the GPS coordinate for plot center, mark it with a plot pin.
2. Record plot level data of aspect, % slope, elevation, Presence of Invasive species (Indicate species
when possible), and lastly the microtopography of the plot. Put this info into columns B,C,D,E, and
F of the stage 2 data sheet respectively.
a. Common invasive species of Maine:
• Japanese and Shrubby
Honeysuckle
• Autumn Olive
• Bittersweet

• Common and Glossy
Buckthorn
• Burning Bush
• Japanese Knotweed
• Japanese Barberry

Data Source: Maine Natural Areas Program

The following link has additional information on the above invasive species:
https://www.maine.gov/dacf/mnap/features/invasive_plants/invasives_gallery.htm
b. Microtopography chart:
Table 4.1
Code
SM

MO
ST
EX

Description:
Smooth
Few or no mounds; if present, less than 1 ft. high and more than 20 feet
apart.
Moderately mounded
Mounds 1 ft. to 3 ft. high and 10 to 20 feet apart
Strongly mounded
Mounds 1 ft. to 3 ft. high and less than 10 feet apart
Extremely mounded
Mounds more than 3 ft. high

Data Source: Province of British Columbia; Resource Inventory committee

Note: Percent slope and elevation are often times available on your GPS unit. If it isn’t
you can determine it using a topographical map or in a GIS program. If necessary, the
clinometer or your compass may be used to determine this. Remember the equation is,
% 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑟𝑢𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

, as long as the same units are being used for both rise and run.

3. Using a 20 BAF Prism face the north direction and swing your prism clockwise to determine your
first “in” tree. The figure below helps with determining an “In” tree.
Figure 4.1
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4. An “In” tree is encountered, record species, DBH, and give an overall product designation for the
tree, using it is appropriate number code. section into the stage 2 data spread sheet. The product
designations are as follows:

Table 4.2
Number
Code
Product
Designation

1

2

3

4

5

Veneer

Saw log

pallet

bolt wood pulp

6

7

Potential Cull
Log

5. If the “In” tree is an ash species indicate when possible if the individual is male, female, or
polygamous by putting an M,F, or P into column M of the data sheet (Binoculars are useful here).
Then check for any EAB signs or symptoms. If any of the symptoms seen in columns N through T
are observed input a 1 in the stage 2 data sheet, otherwise leave it blank.
6. Every 10th “in” tree is assessed for height and height to crown base. This is done using the
clinometer at some known distance from the tree, as measured using the linear tape. This data
is recorded in columns K and L of the stage 2 data sheet.
7. Once all tree level data is collected the regeneration survey is done. From the plot center the
linear tape is stretched out to 11.78 feet in all four cardinal directions (north, east, south, and
west) where flagging is hung to establish the boundaries of the 1/100th acre circular regeneration
plot.
8. The associated plot number, and a count of sapling stems for each species that occurs in the plot
is tallied and recorded in the regeneration data sheet in columns A, B, and C respectively.
9. Move on to the next plot.
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Stage 2 Data Sheet

Regeneration Data Sheet

Red Flags to Look For
Although noting the occurrence of brown ash may seem to be a minor and somewhat optional
practice in implementing this inventory, it can be a very vital resource in setting the boundaries of the
brown ash corridor for stage 3. A simple note like “while traveling to plot 8 there were brown ash in the
terraces associated with the stream dumping into the Stillwater River. At plot 8 the ash was at a low
density but occurred once up stream toward college avenue and several times down stream of plot 8. No
brown ash were sampled at plot 8.” takes no more than a 30 second to record once at plot 8 but it tells
the individual creating the map of the brown ash corridor that the area just downstream of plot 8 can
serve as an excellent boundary point for the brown ash corridor. That leads to less time inventorying areas
where ash isn’t occurring, which means less money and resources are being used in the inventory of the
ash resource and those resources can be used elsewhere.
It is also important to note that in many circumstances where a resource is under immediate
danger of attack by a tree pest, effort to capture value and “salvage” harvest after attack can quickly get
out of hand. In order to effectively manage the longevity of your ash resource it is ecologically and ethically
responsible to maintain a population of ash in your stand. These trees that are kept are often referred to
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as legacy trees in silviculture (Ray, 2018). Legacy trees are a recommended component to an EAB response
plan and are often chosen based on a trees dominance in the stand or their potential resistance to the
pending forests pest or threat. In this case we have no proven genetic resistance, although roughly 1% of
white ash has been seen to be defensive to attacks by EAB. Knowing this, it is recommended that certain
seed bearing, and dominant individuals of any of the three ash species will make excellent legacy trees. I
say seed bearing hoping that seedlings can establish in the aftermath zone of an EAB attack. These legacy
trees are often chosen at an even distribution across the stand and can serve as a vital management tool
known as a trap tree during an EAB attack.
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Chapter 4: A Closer Look at Stage 3
Essential Equipment
To implement stage three, you will need the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GPS and Compass for navigation
Printed out list of random numbers ranging from 0 to “KZ”
Local Volume Table print out
marker
Hand held Tablet with Excel “3P” Data sheet uploaded
Calipers or Diameter tape
100-foot linear tape for height estimations and measuring regen plot radius
Clinometer for height estimations
Flagging (assorted colors as needed)
Log or Lumber Crayon for marking trees that have been estimated

Alternatives to this equipment do exist. It may be a good idea to carry binoculars for looking at the
canopy of ash trees for determining male, female, or polygamous individuals as well as to distinguish the
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three ash species from one another. An Excel “3P” data sheet is shown below and is reference in the step
by step process below. If this spread sheet is not used on a hand-held tablet and there is not a “3P”
inventory program at your disposal, it is recommended that you print the 3P excel sheet for recording
data in the field. You can access this datasheet by downloading the file from the CD included in the front
of this manual. To execute stage 3, it is useful to understand the core concepts of 3P as described in the
section labeled “A look at the 3P Inventory Technique” in chapter 2 of this manual.

A Step by Step Process in the Ash Corridor
This section will take you to through the chronological step by step process you will execute at the ash
corridor.
1. Navigate to the brown ash corridor using the GPS unit and / or compass.
2. Using the hand-held tablet with the 3P Excel file enter visual estimations of species, and DBH.
Input this data into columns B and C respectively.
3. Column G will indicate whether the tree is a sample tree. “YES” indicates it is a sample tree and
“NO” indicates it is not. Regardless as to whether it is a sample tree mark the tree with a log or
lumber crayon to assure it isn’t estimated twice. It is also useful to draw an “X” on dead standing
trees.
4. If it is indicated as a sample tree wrap pink flagging around the stem. Record measurements of
DBH, height, height to crown base, and an overall product designation as described in the table
below. Use the diameter tape or calipers for DBH and the clinometer for height and height to
crown base. Put this data in columns H, I, and J respectively of the Excel “3P” data sheet.

The product designations are as follows:
Table 5.1
Number Code
Product
Designation

1
Veneer

2
Saw log

3
pallet

4
bolt wood

5
pulp

6
Potential
Log

7
Cull

5. If the “In” tree is an ash species indicate when possible if the individual is male, female, or
polygamous by putting an M, F, or P into column R of the data sheet (Binoculars are useful here).
Then check for any EAB signs or symptoms. If any of the symptoms seen in columns R through X
are observed input a 1 in the stage 2 data sheet, otherwise leave it blank.
6. After measurement is made plot level data will be collected in a 10-foot circle around the “Sample
tree”. Record the presence of any invasive vegetation (note species when possible), the three
most dominant shrub and ground layer vegetation present, the hydrological classification, and
lastly a microtopography code into columns M through Q respectively. Tables below are
references for collecting the data described in this step.
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Table 5.2
Code
SM
MO
ST
EX

Description:
Smooth
Few or no mounds; if present, less than 1 ft. high and more than 20 feet apart.
Moderately mounded
Mounds 1 ft. to 3 ft. high and 10 to 20 feet apart
Strongly mounded
Mounds 1 ft. to 3 ft. high and less than 10 feet apart
Extremely mounded
Mounds more than 3 ft. high
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The four hydrologic types described above are recorded for the 10-foot area around a “Sample
Tree”. When recording it in the data sheet the following 3 letter codes are used.
Table 5.3
Code
Hydrologic Type

GWD
Groundwater
Depression

SWD
GWS
Surface Water Groundwater
Depression
Slope

SWS
Surface Water
Slope

10. At the end of the corridor use your GPS to navigate to the 1/100th acre regeneration plots. The
associated plot number, and a count of sapling stems for each species that occurs in the plot is
tallied and recorded in the regeneration data sheet in columns A, B, and C respectively. After all
regeneration surveys are complete your brown ash corridor and stage 3 of the inventory are
complete.
Note: If paper lists are used, the transformation of the trees DBH for comparison to the random
number can be done using a local volume table or with the table given as an example in the section
called “A look at the 3P Inventory Technique” in chapter 2 of this manual. Printing out the data
sheet for recording the data is required when paper lists are used.
Stage 3 “3P” Data Sheet

Stage 3 Regeneration Data Sheet
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Red Flags to Look For
It is important that you are weary of the area you’re in. These brown ash corridors will commonly be
forested wetland complexes. There are state regulations associated with some of these wetlands and
associate surface water features. To ethically and actively manage your ash resource in those areas you
need to remain in accordance to those regulations. Reference the Maine Forest Service publications “The
Forestry Rules of Maine” 2017 edition, and the “Best Management Practices for Forestry: Protecting
Maine’s Water Quality” for guidance on staying in accordance to those regulations. Much like in stage 2
conversion to alternative species, or a salvage cut may be the management direction you intend to go. If
this is the case be sure that legacy brown ash trees are held over for seed collection and species diversity
purposes in your stand.
The hydrological classification tells you a lot about the function of the brown ash corridor in the
forest landscape. It has also been observed to show an indication of a sites at risk of expressing a rise in
the water table following ash mortality or in this case ash salvage or active management removal (Slesak
et al,2014; Van Grinsven et al., 2017; D’Amato et al,2018). This rise in the water table can make it very
difficult to promote any alternative species. You should be aware of this potential risk as you move
forward with the active management of your brown ash corridor.
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Chapter 5: Future Directions and Important Resources
Throughout the process of developing this manual thoughts, ideas, and potential future directions
and next steps in terms of managing ash resources on tribal lands have been generated. The most useful
and helpful one I found worthwhile noting are discussed here in this chapter.

An Ash Harvest Protocol for Tribal Lands
Currently Ash resources are harvested on tribal lands for a variety of reasons like fuelwood, pulp,
lumber, and of course basket making materials. It is important to monitor this closely regardless as to
what the use of the resource is. If a firewood or timber harvest is being done it would be simple to
establish in the contract with the logger that all ash logs hauled to the landing need to be assessed for
EAB infestation and any concerning ones are put to the side for closer evaluation by a tribal forester/
forestry employee. Flagging these ash trees that show potential signs and symptoms can help loggers
identify them ahead of time. Having some protocol in place can go a long way toward protecting your ash
resource during active timber and fuelwood harvests. Sometimes tribal members simply get firewood
permits, if they intend on doing this they should be receiving a packet or some verbal explanation of
information on EAB and its impacts to our ash resource. If any of the fuel wood being harvested is of ash
species a form should be filled out that tracks this wood and requires the tribal member do an inspection
of the wood before transporting it. It would be difficult to require a rigorous inspection. But, a quick checkoff of the presence of not for the various signs and symptoms of EAB would be good. This form would
need to make it back to the forestry office for their records. The use of this record is merely to serve as a
monitoring tool. But, the real benefit is the outreach of EAB related information to tribal members and
could help foster healthy relations between the tribal members and their affiliated forestry department.
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Developing Characteristic Brown Ash Plant Communities
This manual requires data on the three dominant shrub and ground layer vegetation surrounding
the “sample trees” in stage 3. This data is useful for a number of reasons. But, one potential benefit from
it would be the development of characteristic plant communities for brown ash sites. The Minnesota
Department of Natural resources included a broad suite of tree, shrub, herbaceous layer, and wildflower
vegetation associated with “mesic hardwood systems” in their Ash management guidelines for private
forest landowners. This is useful information for management and mapping of ash stands as many of these
plant communities have specific environmental parameters that we could use to focus our efforts for
identifying brown ash corridors. Additionally, the elusive basket quality brown ash is seemingly correlated
with the specific hydrology of the site. These plant communities tend to occur on specific hydrologic types.
If basket makers identify which brown ash corridors, that have been inventoried using this manual, are
basket quality sites. A quick cross reference to the dominant vegetation associated with that site will allow
us to begin generating data on plant communities associated with basket quality brown ash sites.

Wabanaki Basket Quality Legacy Forest: Insecticide Preservation
When considering the impacts of EAB on our ash resource it can be difficult to not be pessimistic
about the situation. When EAB is not addressed with ethical active management the impact observed in
other states has been very grim. For tribal communities it is easier to get an interest in finding resolution
and maintaining an ash component in the forest due to the cultural significance of ash species. But, for
many a transition from ash species on their woodlot to an alternative species is the best option in their
eyes. If this is the common strategy. We could observe the spread of EAB at an accelerated rate due to
unethical “pre-salvage” harvesting before quarantines are set in place to prevent just that. This would be
a worst-case scenario and some would say even if the spread was localized and moved across the state at
a much slower rate the end result would be the same. Regardless of the way this scenario comes about I
think tribal entities at that point would be best off to pool their resources and utilize insecticide
treatments to preserve the highest value ash stand found on tribal lands. Inventory, using a manual such
as this one is the first step. This will identify those high value ash sites. High value is difficult to quantify
here, they may be sites displaying exemplar basket quality brown ash, or having high cultural significance,
or even just easy community access. Many different characteristics would make a particular site a
candidate and for that reason it would need to be an active conversation between tribal communities to
identify and choose this high value ash stand. Once identified the costly insecticide treatment can be
administered and significantly pro-long the longevity of that ash stand into the future. Perhaps for long
enough to control EAB populations in North America so that our ash resource can begin to make a
comeback.
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Chapter 6: Justification of Data to be Collected and Glossary of Terms
This section of the manual is useful in determining whether all the data outlined in the chapters above
are necessary for collection, given the management directions of your ash stand. Each piece of data or
site characteristic that is defined in the above chapters is given a reason for its collection in the below subsections. If the reasons do not align with the management direction of your ash stand than it may not be
necessary to ask inventory personnel to collect that data.

Questions on Stand Characteristics
What is the estimated number of years until next harvest/development/land-use change or
conversion?
-

The requirement for enrollment into a biological control program for EAB is that you answer this
question. What they’re concerned with is releasing these wasps, which are costly to rear, into an
area that may be impacted by some management/land use change that decreases the likelihood
of the establishing the parasitoid wasp.

What is the relative level of human activity on or around the stand?
-

Similarly, this question needs to be answered for enrollment into an EAB bio-control program.
Here the concern is with frequent recreation release sites can be compromised and public
perception can sometimes be troublesome.

What are the nearby major roads, developed areas, open areas, or surface water features?
-

In any natural resource management situation understanding the landscape features that
surround the area can provide insight into how the forest system is functioning. It also is useful to
bio-control folks who need access to the area and for knowing what features limit the wasps
connection to adjacent woodlots.
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What is the percent composition of ash/EAB infested ash?
-

Many management recommendations use the percent composition (%C) of ash a way of
quantifying its vulnerability to EAB impacts. There are also thresholds associated with enrollment
into bio-control programs for the %C of ash and the R of EAB infested ash; for the specifics on
those thresholds contact your state agency involved in EAB bio-controls.

What is the level of connection to adjacent woodlots; or degree of isolation? (i.e. 1,2,3…)
-

Again another question associated with enrollment into EAB bio-control programs. They’re
interested in administering bio-controls in large continuously forested areas to increase the
chances of establishing the parasitoid wasps.

What is the proximity of this stand to known EAB infestations?
-

If you’re going to actively manage your ash resource in preparation of the arrival of EAB knowing
where it is can give you a time frame for which it might reach you. As a rule of thumb if you are
greater than 10 miles from an infestation our woodlot is at low risk and less than 5 miles your
woodlot is at high risk of EAB attack. Remember without any influence from anthropogenic
transport EAB travels an average of 2-5 miles per year.

What is the proximity of this stand to known EAB quarantined areas?
-

Nate Seigert, an entomologist for the U.S. Forest Service, explained quarantine areas as an
effective means of minimizing long distance transport of EAB. Active management is effective at
stopping the localized spread of EAB. We need to do both to effectively manage our ash resource.
So, it is essential that you know where these quarantined areas are.

Stand Level Data
Map(s) showing depth to water table, drainage class, ponding frequency, and soil series
-

These maps are important for establishing what areas are most likely to have brown and green
ash occurring, your lowland ash species.

Instead of AGS and UGS an overall product designation of cull, bolt wood, potential log, log, veneer,
stud wood, and pulpwood on a stems per acre basis
-

AGS or acceptable growing stock and UGS or unacceptable growing stock have long been a
designation given to trees that should be left to grow or be harvested right away. Many of the
management recommendation for upland and lowland ash stands that came from the Wisconsin
EAB silviculture trials recommend based on the AGS per of non-ash species and ash species. I
personally see the vagueness associated with just two classes of AGS and UGS. For example, in
situations where ash is a significant component of the stand waiting for potential logs to mature
to log size before harvesting can result in a lot of economic value.
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An age class and or size class distribution by species
-

This data is required for enrollment into EAB bio-control programs. It is also useful for
management decisions.

Plot/corridor Level Data
Overall Topography (Slope, Aspect, Elevation)
-

Artificial regeneration and underplanting are focused on areas with certain topography based on
the silvics of the seedling. Active management at sites with excessive slopes need to bring in
equipment that can handle the broken terrain. Basket quality brown ash (BQBA) tend be
associated in relatively flat areas; knowing the topography can allude to that sites likelihood of
harboring BQBA. Bio-control folks want to know the topography of the site as it can affect the
establishment of parasitoid wasps.

Presence of any invasive species (note species if possible)
-

In artificial and natural regeneration invasive species can significant hinder the ability of sprouts
and seedling from establishing on the site. In lowland sites invasive species are common and often
require that site preparation be done before planting or planning for natural regeneration.

Microtopography (degree of pits and mounds)
-

In the case of artificial regeneration microsites are essential to successful establishment of nursery
stock. Having an idea of where these microsites already exist can help to focus planting efforts.

1/100th acre (radius of 11.78 feet) circular regeneration survey plots
-

Understanding understory component is existing throughout the stand can help land managers
identify alterative non-ash species to promote through active management. It can also tell us
which areas ash species have regenerating naturally. A 1/100th acre plot will pick up regeneration
in a variety of basal area levels; in the case of a very high basal area condition it may be in the
best interest of time to go with a 1/1000th acre plot.

Hydrological Classification
-

Many studies have looked at the impact EAB mortality has on the water table. In sites that have
the hydrological type known as a groundwater depression or depressional wetland. There appears
to be a higher risk of a rise in the water table following ash mortality. This rise in the water table
can make management much more difficult as it limits the suite of species you can hope to replace
ash following mortality. Ultimately, knowing the hydrology changes the management strategy for
that lowland ash site.
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Tree Level Data
Live crown ratio
-

Live crown ratio (LCR) has been widely accepted for its correlation to tree vigor in the forestry
community. If forest health is a concern, which is a definite when forming a response plan for
EAB, then determining LCR is essential.

Diameter at breast height
-

Diameter at breast height is the core data collection of most all forest inventories even when tree
or stand volume is not a huge interest as it has a direct correlation to basal area.

Species
-

An inventory needs to know what resource is available. In this case knowing where ash is occurring
is a major interest and also know what species other than ash, your non-ash species, are present
and available as potential replacement for ash species in light of EAB.

Overall product designation for the tree (See chapter 4 for reference)
-

An overall product designation as opposed to AGS and UGS only, or a product designation for
every 8-foot stick, appears to be the superior option in this inventory. If you have a forest
inventory program that allows you to enter a product designation for every 8-foot section you will
likely get more accurate merchantable volumes, as the program will employ a taper equation
automatically. If you do not, which not all Wabanaki tribes do, then you can use the publicly
available Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) to model your forest and get merchantable volumes
and run management scenarios. Your merchantable volume will be more accurate as you can
enter this data into the “tree_list” sheet of your FVS data base to correct any assumption FVS may
make about your forest. You can still do merchantable volume from the data you collect with this
manual without utilizing FVS.

Is it a Male, Female, or Polygamous individual?
-

Many foresters that have growing concern for their ash resource have commented on the higher
abundance of male ash trees in comparison to female ash trees. From a regenerative stand point
this could be troublesome. Because they are easily distinguished by their branches having seed or
not it can be a simple observation to get data on the ratio of male, female, and polygamous ash
trees. This can influence artificial regeneration potentially by focusing planting of female seedings
in areas where males are more prevalent in hopes to lead to more reproduction at maturity.

Presence of Exit holes
-

Monitoring your forest for the signs and symptoms of the principal pest you are actively managing
for is essential. There are only three signs that absolutely confirm EAB. This is one of them. EAB
will leave characteristic “D” shaped exit holes when larvae have matured to adults and leave the
tree.
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Presence of Serpentine feeding galleries
-

Monitoring your forest for the signs and symptoms of the principal pest you are actively managing
for is essential. EAB larvae bore into the out cambial layer of ash trees to feed on the high sugar
content. Their feeding galleries tend to show a characteristic “S” shaped serpentine pattern. This
pattern is best observed when the borer is at low densities.

Presence of Actual insect Identified (adult or larvae)
-

Monitoring your forest for the signs and symptoms of the principal pest you are actively managing
for is essential. There are only three signs that absolutely confirm EAB. This is one of them the
principal insect itself as an adult beetle or an immature larva.

Presence of Egg masses
-

Monitoring your forest for the signs and symptoms of the principal pest you are actively managing
for is essential. There are only three signs that absolutely confirm EAB. This is one of them. It is
rare to identify a forest pests’ eggs but with identification keys and help from the state
Entomologist EAB eggs can be a way of confirming EAB presence.
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Glossary of Terms

A
Acceptable growing stock
Growing stock that is classified as having potential to produce saw timber.
Active management
Engaging in silvicultural and other forest management practices to improve wildlife
habitat, forest health, or forest quality.
Aerial imagery
Photographic images of the forest; Useful in analysis of forest cover types and stand
type mapping.
Aesthetics
a natural landscape value as established by visually appealing scenery.
Aftermath zone
The condition of the forest following an emerald ash borer invasion. The density of EAB
is very low at this condition, however, many of the ash trees are dead or in serious
decline. Large seed-bearing ash are very few or non-existent. Any understory
regeneration is borne from ash seed that was present in the seed bank prior to invasion.
Parents to these ash seedlings are now dead. It is for this reason that scientist refer to
this cohort of ash seedlings as the “orphan cohort’.
Animal browse
Herbivorous fauna, such as deer or moose, prey upon the buds and sprouts of forest
floor vegetation and seedlings. This can be very detrimental to regeneration efforts.
Annual growth increment
In the northeast the spring and summer months are the growing season for trees. This
growing season comes to an end in early fall. Growth rates decline throughout that time
resulting in abrupt and distinct breaks in growth production. This abrupt change marks
the annual growth increment. Basket makers are interested in annual growth width in
terms of assessing its suitability for basket making.
Arborist
Is a professional in the practice of arboriculture, a tree surgeon.
Artificial regeneration
The regeneration of forested land through means of planting either direct seeding
methods or with seedling stock.
Aspect
The orientation of a slope in reference to its degree of solar radiation.
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B
Bark splitting
A common symptom brought on by EAB feeding galleries.
Basal area
A measure of the density used in forestry. It is equated as the total cross-sectional area
of all stems in a given stand, at breast height. Given as a per acre measurement.
Basal area factor
Basket quality brown ash
Brown ash that is exhibiting the characteristics and qualities of an ash tree usable in the
art of basket making. Basket makers will often look at annual ring width, tree form, and
size. In addition to that they look at various site conditions/characteristics associated
with the tree.
Biodiversity
The variety of fauna present in a given ecosystem.
Biological control agent
A natural enemy to a given invasive pest. Introduction of this agent can be effective in
controlling the invasive pests populations.
Blonding
Infested ash trees will have a high density of EAB larvae present. This presence attracts
wood peckers and leads to excessive wood pecks along the stem of an ash tree. Early
on this increased level of wood pecks creates a lightened bark along the stem of the tree
and is referred to as blonding.
Break point diameter
During inventory procedures it is common to only require data collection on trees above
a certain diameter. In this inventory it is 4.5 inches. This diameter is referred to as a
break point diameter.
Brown ash corridor
Brown or black ash is often seen to occur in pockets, along streams, and throughout
flood plains. Due to the small area of occurrence it can be commonly referred to as a
corridor.

C
Cambium
The layer of a trees cross-section, just under the outer bark, and established around
both the xylem and phloem of the tree.
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Chain
A chain is linear measure of distance commonly used in the forestry industry. It is
equivalent to 66 linear feet.
Characteristic plant communities
When describing the habitats and ecosystems common to a specific species it is useful
to associate the plants that grow in its most favorable conditions to help locate areas that
species is more likely to occur or locate areas to introduce that species to.
Clinometer
An instrument or tool commonly used to measure the slope and or the heights of trees in
forestry settings.
Continuous forest inventory
A series of permanent plots used to monitor and follow the development, growth, and
mortality of stands over time through periodic remeasurement.
Cooperative agreement
An agreement made with a governing agency to obtain funding or a thing of value. The
application or use of these things by the recipient often has significant roles or influence
played out by the government.
Coppice
A form of forest management that takes advantage of the natural ability of certain trees
to prolifically sprout from the stump following harvest to regenerate a new cohort of trees
in the forest.
Cultural practices
Are traditional and customary practices of a certain ethnic or cultural group. The art of
basketry is a cultural practice of the Wabanaki people.

D
Defoliation
The loss of photosynthetic vegetation due to some external stressor.
Delineation
The setting or identification of a specific location for some sort of natural or manmade
boundary. In the case of this manual it is a natural boundary set by the hydrological
regime associated with the brown ash at a given site.
Depressional wetlands
A wetland established in a dip in the topography. The water associated with the wetland
comes from the groundwater, precipitation, or inflow from adjacent upland areas.
Depth to Water table
The measure in centimeters through the soil until the natural water table for a given site
is reached.
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Diameter at breast height
The measure of a standing trees diameter at 4.5 feet above the ground.
Die-back
The loss of photosynthetic vegetation and death of twigs and branches due to some
external stressor.
Dioecious
An organism having the male and female reproductive organs present on separate
individuals.
Drainage class
Identifies the frequency and duration of wet periods for a given soil series.
Drought
Extended periods of time without precipitation.

E
Ecosystem
A biological community of organisms interacting with one another and the environment.
Ecosystem services
The natural amenities provided by our natural world. They come in forms of provisioning,
regulatory, supporting, and cultural services.
Efficacy
The ability of something to produce a desired result or outcome.
Egg masses
Invertebrates commonly lay multiple eggs in globulous structures on a variety of
substrates. Female EAB beetles plant their egg masses on the bark of ash trees.
Elevation
The relative level of vertical displacement for a geographical point in reference sea level.
Entomologist
A scientist trained in the field of entomology or insects.
Evapotranspiration
The process of water being transferred from land to the atmosphere. Can be done either
through evaporation from the soil or other land surfaces or from the surfaces of leaves
exhibiting transpiration.
Even aged stand
A stand consisting of just one single cohort of trees. They may not be of the same
species.
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Exit hole
When adult EAB beetles have developed they must emerge from the tree. This is done
by boring out through the cambium and outer bark. Resulting in “D” shaped exit holes

F
Feeding galleries
In the case of EAB, are “S” shapes or serpentine in shape. They are the areas where
immature larvae feed before pupating.
Flagging
A term for referring to the yellowing or necrosis of leaves in a trees canopy. Often used
as an indicator of low vigor or stressful conditions for a tree.
Floodplains
A low-lying area adjacent to a river that experiences pulsed or periodic flooding events
generally seasonal.

G
Genetic resistance
The ability of certain individuals to withstand or remain unaffected by some external
stressor that others of the same species are very negatively impacted by.
Germinate
The process for which a seed undergoes imbibition and begins to develop into a juvenile
individual.
Germination programs
Programs set up for the propagation of collected seed for the purposes of nursery stock
or planting efforts.
Ground vegetation
Herbaceous vegetation on the forest floor.

Group/patch selection
A systematic or randomly selected harvest layout used in forest management practices
that typically work to promote natural regeneration.

H
Height to crown base
The height of a tree from the forest floor to the height of the first live branch.
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Host species
A species in which some parasitic agent relies on for the harnessing of energy. The
energy is harnessed, and the host is negatively impacted.
Hydrological setting
Is an area description that focuses on identifying the sources of water for the given site.
Hydrology
The study of earths water and its movement over land.
Hypertrophied lenticels
A physical adaptation of certain tree species for increasing oxygen exchange along the
stem of the tree. This adaptation is often necessary when trees are growing in poorly
aerated soils or water inundated soils.

I
Inoperability
A site that cannot sustain the operation of heavy equipment due to some characteristic.
Insecticide
A chemical treatment applied to vegetation to kill unwanted insect pests.

K
KZ value
A value falling between a range of numbers set by the expected total for a given metric
that is being estimated in a 3P inventory process.

L
Larval beetles
Refers to the immature stage of an insect.
Larval parasitoid
Female parasitoids that use their ovipositors to inject their eggs into the bodies of larvae
feeding in the phloem of a tree. These injected eggs develop by robbing the larvae of
nutrients and eventually kill the larvae and emerge as juvenile parasitoids.
Leaf-off imagery
Aerial imagery that was taken following the leaf cast of deciduous trees.
Legacy trees
Trees that are left following forest harvests either for their unique contribution to
biodiversity and/or genetic superiority.
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LiDAR
A remote sensing technology that uses a laser to precisely measure elevation.
Live crown ratio
The measure of vegetated crown on a tree relative to its overall height.
Log
Is a product designation for trees greater than 10 inches in diameter and clear of defects
on at least three sides. The diameters and number of clear faces can vary mill to mill and
region to region.

M
Micro sites/Microtopography
The surficial features of a site on a microscopic scale. Often measured in degrees of pits
and mounds present. These areas often serve as excellent sites for planting as they
promote establishment for the planted seedling.
Multi aged stand
A stand consisting of multiple (3 or more) age classes or cohorts.

N
Natural regeneration
Newly established cohorts of trees that were not planted or seeded by man.
Nested regeneration plots
Smaller subplots that are often placed on or oriented around the center of an exist larger
plot. They are used to survey the regenerative component present on the plot.

O
Ornamental tree
A tree planted for its aesthetic value. It may or may not be native to the given area. They
most commonly occur in urban settings.
Outwash plains
Are plains formed from deposited materials that melted out of the terminal end of a
glacier. These sites tend to be in low lying areas.
Over-story removal
A final harvest associated with a shelterwood sequence that is used to release a
naturally regenerated understory component.
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Overwintering
An extended period for which insects go dormant when climatic conditions are not
favorable for development

P
Parasitoid
An insect whose larvae live as parasites that eventually kill their host.
Percent composition
A measure of abundance for some specific subset of something relative to the total of
that thing.
Percent composition of EAB infested trees
A measure of abundance for infested ash trees relative to the total number of ash trees
in a given area.
Phloem
The tissue within a tree correct that is responsible for the conduction of sugars and other
solutes.
Plant geneticist
A scientist involved in the study of plant genetics in the discipline of botany.
Polygamous
An individual that exhibits both male and female reproductive organs.
Ponding frequency
A measure of the number of times surface ponding of water occurs on an annual basis.
Pre-salvage logging
Logging done to capture mortality that is expected to occur in the somewhat near future.
It is never a sure thing that this expected mortality would ever have actually occurred.
Pulpwood
A grade of timber that serves its highest and best use in the production of paper.
Pupae
The stage of insect development between the immature larval stage and the adult stage.
Pupate
The act or process, in which an insect transforms from the larval stage to the adult
stage.

Q
Quarantine
A geographic isolation of forestland that is subject to the infestation or potential
infestation of a forest pest. Exportation of potentially infested materials is commonly
regulated or prohibited in these areas.
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R
Remediation
The process of remedying a situation from some undesirable state to a more desirable
state.
Remote delineation
The remote or out of field setting/identification of a specific location for some sort of
natural or manmade boundary. In the case of this manual it is a natural boundary set by
the hydrological regime associated with the brown ash at a given site.
Remote sensing
The scanning of the earths surface in order to obtain information about it.
Resilience
The capacity of a tree to recover quickly to the impacts of some external stressor.

S
Samara
The winged nut, seed, or achene of a tree.
Sapling
Any stem greater than 0.5 inches at DBH, but, less than 4.5 inches at DBH.
Seed banking
Facilities that store seeds for preserving genetic diversity or the natural storage of seeds
in the duff layer and subsoil of a site, some species can store for longer than others in
this natural storage setting.
Seed tree
A mature and dominant seed-bearing tree capable of producing offspring.
Seed-bearing individuals
Any tree that is capable of producing seed and eventual offspring.
Seedling
A newly established individual tree coming from a germinated seed.
Shade-tolerance
The relative ability of a tree species to withstand shaded or low light conditions.
Shelterwood
A forest management strategy that establishes ideal light conditions for a target
regenerative species and follows their establishment with a release cut that allows those
regenerated individuals to infiltrate the canopy.
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Shrub layer
The layer of wood stemmed vegetation that exist below that canopy. Generally no larger
that 15 feet in height.
Signs
Signs are direct evidence of the presence of a specific principal tree pest of disease.

Silviculture
The art and science of growing trees for desirable size/volume, quality, health, and
composition
Single tree selection
A silvicultural or forest management technique that targets specific trees for removal. If a
silvicultural technique trees are targeted with some consideration to a catering the
desired development of a younger cohort.
Slope
A setting in the terrain in which one end is at a higher elevation than the other.
Soil orders
The most general level of classification for soil types set forth by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Soil series
An intermediate level of classification for soil types as set forth by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
Species diversity
Is the number of different species represented in a given area.
Sprouts
A juvenile stem that is borne from the roots or stumps of individuals undergoing
increased levels of environmental stress.
Stand
The principal unit for which silvicultural prescriptions are derived for. A stand is
composed of a community of trees sufficiently uniform in composition, spatial
arrangement, site quality, and condition.
Stand type mapping
Aerial mapping that breaks the forest into various stand types based on the composition,
management history, age, etc…
Strip cutting
A systematic harvest layout in evenly spaced strips. Commonly used in forest
management practices that typically work to promote natural regeneration.
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Studwood
A grade of timber that serves its highest and best use in the production of structural
dimensional lumber.
Symptoms
The biological responses observed for trees impacted by some external stressor.
Systemic insecticide
Systemic insecticides are insecticide treatment that require transport throughout the tree
from within its tissues. For this reason, they are very soluble and are often injected.

T
Topography
The arrangement of natural physical features in an area.
Total height
The overall height of tree from ground to the top of the crown.
Traditional ecological knowledge
Refers to the extensive knowledge of native or indigenous communities that has been
acquired over hundreds of years through direct contact with their natural environment,
this knowledge is passed down generation to generation.
Tree crown
The live or vegetated bowl of the tree.
Tree Vigor
A trees capacity to resist stress or strain in its natural environment.
Trunk injection
A method of applying insecticide treatment where needles allow for direct injection into
the ash tree.
T-value
The transformed DBH value that is estimated is known as the t-value it is compared to a
KZ value for it determination as a sample tree in the 3P inventory strategy.
Two-aged stands
A stand consisting of just two different age classes or cohorts.

U
Unacceptable growing stock
Growing stock that is classified as never having the potential to produce saw timber.
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V
Veneer log
A grade of timber that serves its highest and best use in the production of high-quality
saw timber. Veneer logs need to be at least 10 inches in diameter and be free of defect
on all four sides. This diameter can vary species to species, mill to mill, and region to
region.

W
Water Inundation
An overabundance or constant flooding of water.
Water Soluble
Able to dissolve in water.
Water Table
The level below which the ground is saturated with water.
Wykoff Coefficient
A Unitless coefficient specific to a certain species that is used in the Wykoff equation for
determining the height of a tree.
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Appendix 1: An Ash Resource Inventory Case Study: The DeMeritt Forest in Orono, ME
Case Study Introduction and Project Area Description:
With emerald ash borer looming in the background, forest managers are on high alert to monitor
their ash resource and manage accordingly. The inventory strategy reviewed here is set to follow the
recommendations set forth by the “EAB Response: An Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual” (referred
from this point on as “ash manual”). The methods section of this report is broken into three sections
highlighting the process associated with the three stages established by the ash manual; stage 1, stage 2,
and stage 3. Similarly, the results section is broken into two sections to display the results following
implementation of stage 2, and stage 3 of the ash manual. Stage 1, as the manual explains, is an existing
dataset. Here that existing dataset was verbal confirmation of ash presence by the forest manager (Keith
Kanoti) associated with this case studies principal ash stand. This inventory for obvious reasons requires
a stand consisting of a strong ash (Fraxinus spp.) component.
The DeMeritt Forest is located on College Avenue Extension in Old Town, ME. It is managed by
the University Forests of the University of Maine. For the case study, we focused on a 12.35 acre stand
with the necessary strong ash component (minimum (10%) composition of ash). This mimics a stand that
would be identified following a stage 1 inventory, as explained in the ash manual. A recent harvest was
preformed up to the southern boundary of the stand. This report looks at the hydrological features, soils,
variable radius cruising data, and some “3P” sampling data collected on this 12.35 acre stand on April 5th,
2019; April 17th, 2019; and April 18th, 2019.
Given that there is a significant component of ash (Fraxinus) species represented the primary
concern in this woodlot is to formulate a response plan for the invasive insect emerald ash borer, Agrilus
planipennis. The ash manual is supposed to serve as a guide for forest managers. A guide that will focus
efforts toward attaining the necessary data for formulating a management regime for a landowner’s ash
resource in light of EAB. This paper will quantitatively analyze the efficacy of the inventory strategies
recommended in the ash manual. This should allude to the overall usefulness associated with the data,
that has been collected in accordance to the manual, in formulating an EAB management regime. The
better the data summarizes the characteristics of the stand the easier it will be to implement the
necessary active management activities that are mentioned in the ash manual.

Methods
Stage 1: An existing Dataset
As previously mentioned the principle stand of this case study mimics that of a stand identified
using an existing dataset following stage 1 of the ash manual. The manual prompts the user to answer a
series of follow-up questions before moving forward to stage 2 of the inventory. The answers to those
questions as they pertain to this stand are as follows:
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-

Question: What is the estimated number of years until next harvest/development/land-use
change or conversion?

-

Answer: This woodlot has no current harvest plan in order for the next 5 years, according to Keith
Kanoti, the Universities head forester.

-

Question: What is the relative level of human activity on or around the stand?

-

Answer: The woodlot is subject to moderate human activity. This is due to public visitation
occurring every other week. There is a lack of recreational trails in the stand but due to the
proximity to the University, students and the public do use the woodlot for recreational purposes.

-

Question: What are the nearby major roads, developed areas, open areas, or surface water
features?

-

Answer: The only major road near this woodlot is the college avenue extension, which runs along
the woodlot’s eastern boundary. On the woodlot’s western boundary, the Stillwater River can be
observed with an inlet that runs through the center of this woodlot.

-

Question: What is the percent composition of ash?

-

Answer: In this case the exact percent composition of ash was acquired with a pre-cruise of the
woodlot using four variable radius sample points, the PC was determined to be roughly 11% across
the upland and lowland section of the stand.

-

Question: Is the woodlot connected to adjacent woodlots or is it isolated?

-

Answer: Due to the low level of development of the Old Town and Orono, Maine area the stand
is not isolated and still has forested connections to adjacent woodlots on the university forest
lands.

-

Question: What is the proximity of this stand to known EAB infestations? (measured in miles)

-

Answer: EAB infestations have been reported in Edmundston, NB, Canada; Sherbrooke QC,
Canada; and Lebanon, ME, United States the distances to these known infestations are 169, 158,
and 153 miles respectively.
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-

Question: What is the proximity of this stand to known EAB quarantined areas? (measured in miles)

-

Answer: The known EAB quarantine areas, based off the above mentioned infestations, are a
portion of Aroostook County, ME, United States; all of the Province of Quebec, Canada; and all of
York County, ME, United States. Those quarantine areas are at a distance of 149, 100, and 124
miles respectively.

An assessment of soils using the USDA’s web soil survey application is required in the ash manual
following stage 1. Our soil survey revealed an exceptionally variable representation of soil series for a 12
acre stand. In total this stand is made up of 5 different series of varying drainage classes and depth to
water table designations, this is displayed in map 2 of the supplemental materials section. This variability
alone leads us to believe the stands species composition could be quite variable throughout. We can also
see the previously mentioned stream appears to follow along the swanville silt loam complex, a common
soil association of brown ash species (Fraxinus nigra), and dumps into the Stillwater River. Another
requirement following stage 1 is importation of National Wetlands Inventory data into a GIS. Our NWI
data revealed the southern portion of the above referenced stream is designated as a PFO1E wetland
according to the National Wetlands Inventory database and can be seen on map 3 of the supplemental
materials section.

Stage 2: A Variable Radius Technique

The site assessment information obtained in stage 1 brought us forward to stage 2, a variable radius
inventory technique. The layout of these plots consisted of 8 systematically established plots throughout
the stand, this can be seen in the aerial map labeled as Map 4 of the supplemental materials section. The
systematic grid for this woodlot was laid out on a 15-degree northeast offset. The plots fall 4 chains apart,
which works out to 1 plot for every 1.5 acres. This aligns with the area-based threshold for inventories
accepted by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) for variable radius techniques using a 20
basal area factor prism (BAF).
As the ash manual recommends, to stay in accordance with that inventory standard a 20 BAF
prism must be used. So, starting in the north direction all “In” trees, according to a swing of the 20 BAF
prism, were assessed for tree level data as suggested in the ash manual. A variety of stand level and plot
level data were also collected. At the completion of each plot a regeneration survey using a 1/100 th acre
circular plot was performed. This required a stem count for all sapling size species represented in the plot.
A sapling was defined as any stem >0.5 in DBH and <4.5 in DBH. For details on the data collected, reference
the ash manual. On April 5th, 2019 a 5-man crew set out in the southeastern corner of the stand and began
taking inventory for the 8 plots. Inventory procedures continued for approximately 2 hours and 5 minutes
before all 8 plots were sampled to completion.
The stand level, plot level, and tree level data were collected in accordance to the ash manual.
Data was recorded on printed out excel data sheets that were provided in the ash manual. Data was then
transferred to that same excel file for analysis in Microsoft Excel.
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Following this data analysis, a geographical analysis of the data using ESRI ArcMap allowed us to
set boundaries of a corridor in which brown ash (Fraxinus nigra marsh), is more likely to occur. This
corridor will be sampled using a “3p” sampling technique as indicated in the ash manual. This process is
outlined visually in figure A-1 on the next page.
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Figure A-1
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Stage 3: A 3P Inventory Technique

The ash corridor was first remotely delineated using the process outlined above in figure A-1. It
was then cruised using the 3P inventory technique; requiring visual estimations of DBH and species for all
146 trees, above 4.5 inches DBH, that occurred within the remotely delineated brown ash corridor. This
resulted in a total of 6 sample trees using a KZ value of 267. For details on the 3P inventory technique
reference the ash manual. Data was recorded using a handheld tablet in the field. This was done for
convenience of comparing the random number to our estimates. Data analysis was done following
inventory in Microsoft Excel. Following data collection and analysis the true extent of brown ash
occurrence was delineated in the field. This in-field delineation was recorded using GPS for comparison
to the remotely delineated brown ash corridor. This comparison can be seen in figure A-2.
The quantitative analysis of stage 2 and 3 data was done in Microsoft excel. Data analysis of both
stages were used in conjunction with the suggested silvicultural prescriptions from the ash manual to
develop a management regime for this 12.35-acre ash stand. The results from this case study are
addressed below.

Results
Stage 2: A Variable Radius Technique:
Following the collection of the variable radius data it appears the sampling was sufficient enough
to capture the variability associated with the stand. Our data results returned a very low allowable error
as seen in table A-1 below.

Table A-1
Arithmetic Mean (BA) Standard Deviation (BA)
ft2 ac-1
ft2 ac-1
117.5

45.9

%Coefficient of
Variation (BA)

39%

Current % Allowable
Error (BA)
10%

Quantitative analysis of stage 2 data using the calculated basal area for each sample point. (i.e. (BA)
indicates basal area)

After this quantitative analysis it appears that to effectively formulate an EAB response
plan for this stand a 10 percent allowable error is acceptable for the variable radius inventory technique.
This stage of the inventory is meant to set up the brown ash corridor for which the “3P” sampling is done.
Below is a figure that alludes to the efficacy and accuracy associated with establishing the brown ash
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corridor. The remotely delineated corridor (red outline) is shown in comparison to an in-field delineation
of confirmed brown ash occurrence (yellow polygon).

This diagram was established in a GIS program and then edited for ease of viewing for the
purposes of this case study and the ash manual. The original maps can be seen below as maps 4 and 5 of
the supplemental materials section. Referencing them can provide visual clarity on the delineation
process.

Stage 3: A 3P inventory Technique:

With this corridor established the stage 3, 3P inventory was executed. As previously mentioned
the inventory resulted in 6 sample trees. For these sample trees a correction ratio was caculated by
dividing the measured DBH by the estimated DBH. This ratio was averaged across the 6 sample trees.
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Quantitatively analyzing these correction ratios has been accepted as a means for assessing the accuracy
of a 3P inventory. That quantitative analysis can be seen below in table A-2.

Table A-2
Arithmetic
(CR)
1.08

Mean Standard
(CR)

0.16

Deviation %Coefficient of Variation Current % Allowable Error
(CR)
(CR)

14%

4%

Quantitative analysis of stage 3 data using the calculated correction ratios for each sample tree. (i.e. (CR)
indicates correction ratio)

This analysis of the stage 3 data reveals a high level of accuracy associated with the 3P data. It is
important to note that these results can vary dependent upon the inventory personnel’s ability to
consistently estimate the DBH of the trees. Data that describes the true mean of the brown ash corridor
can be utilized well in the development of an EAB response plan for this ash stand and its associated
brown ash corridor.

Useful Management Data

Along with the accuracy of depicting the true mean of the stand, the data associated with these
two stages can be easily post processed in excel to produce data and figures useful for making
management decisions.
Below in figure A-3 is a diameter distribution for stage 2. Figure A-4 shows this for the stage 3
data. The ash manual explains this is a necessary piece of data to move forward in management
prescriptions.
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In many management scenarios basic metrics describing the stands density and value in terms of
volume are useful. In tables A-3 and A-4 a stand and stock, respectively, can be seen for the stage 2 data.
The stand and stock data was generated with the Forest Vegetation Simulator. Additionally, table A-5
displays a variety of stand level metrics generated from the stage 2 data. Discrepancies between volume
estimations in stage 2 tables is due to methodology differences in calculation. Table A-5 uses the VBAR
method and FVS has another standard method for volume calculations in place.
The stand and stock data for stage 3 data can be seen in tables A-6 and A-7, respectively. The
same stand level metrics were generated at a “corridor level” for this stand’s associated brown ash
corridor. This data can be seen in table A-8. Discrepancies between total volume and basal area in stage
3 tables is due to the manipulation of 3P data for FVS input as well as the addition of regeneration data
when entered in the FVS.
Table A-5
QMD (in.)

Basal Area Total Vol. (ft3)

Vol./Ac (ft3 -1ac)

Total Vol. (cords) Vol./Ac (cords -1ac)

8.1

114.7

3297.7

479.1

40726.1

38.8
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For the stage 2 data, the overall product designations were calculated out to a per acre basis in
excel. This data was explained useful in generating management regimes for both lowland and upland ash
stands. Stage 3 being only 2.6 acres is difficult to describe using per acre values for product designations,
as there were only 6 sample trees. In a larger corridor these may be more useful. The per acre product
designations are displayed in table A-9.
Table A-8
Basal Area Total Vol. (ft3)

Vol./Ac (ft3 -1ac)

Total Vol. (cords) Vol./Ac (cords -1ac)

114.7

3297.7

479.1

40726.1

38.8
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Table A-9
Product
Pulp
Designation

Saw Log

Potential
Log

TPA (#/ac.) 260

35

35

Saw Cull
1

Conclusion
Conclusions can only be drawn on the effectiveness of these inventory strategies (stage 2 and 3)
at deriving accurate data with exceptional stand errors for the 2.6-acre stand used in the case study. This
conclusion is affirmed in tables A-1 and A-2. It cannot be claimed effective on all ash stands. Modifications
and alterations to the data collection and inventory scheme may be necessary to replicate this level of
accuracy in data collection on other ash stands.
The inventory for stage 2 was quick and efficient, a common benefit of variable radius inventories.
The overall inventory took just 2 hours and 5 minutes to be completed by a 5-man crew. Given the data
needed for collection this is an acceptable length of time to spend on inventory. For stage three the
inventory took too long. Completion of the inventory was not achieved until 3 hours and 12 minutes had
passed. This is far too long to spend on inventory, when the area of interest is just 2.6 acres in size. This
extended period was caused largely by the inventory personnel’s need to mark every tree in the corridor
with a lumber crayon, as well as the slow rate for which the inventory personnel were able to confidently
estimate the tree’s DBH. Over time, with practice, these issues will be minimized, and the efficiency
associated with the stage 3, 3P technique, will not take nearly as long to execute.
When it came to the tree level data, tree heights were the limiting factor in efficiency. Many of
the stand level data was collected with a quick observation of the surrounding area. Topography was very
easily calculated using a topographical layer in a GIS platform. A solution to the issues around height
measurements was suggested in the ash manual. The solution was to flag trees that are indicated as a
sample tree for a crew designated with the task of taking measurements follows behind.
Overall this inventory strategy is very effective in providing data to describe the stand. Is that the
necessary data for formulating an EAB management response plan though? The only way test that is to
come up with a management regime based off the data collected in accordance to this ash manual.

Management Recommendation
The above results from inventory of this 12.35-acre ash stand make a management
recommendation complex. This is because across the small 12.35 acre stand there are two different ash
stands. The upland stand and the lowland stand. Each need to be managed differently. But, in addition to
being managed differently the management decisions on one affect the other. For that reason, it is easiest
to prioritize management and then manage secondary components accordingly.
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Because the ash manual puts emphasis on protecting the culturally significant brown ash species,
this recommendation starts with the 2.6-acre brown ash corridor. The hydrology of any brown ash site is
a primary concern in terms of management. For this brown ash site the hydrology, according to inventory,
is a ground water slope. This indicates that water for this site is sourced from precipitation and the Still
Water River primarily; but it also uses ground water inputs during the drier parts of the season. These
wetland systems have not been seen to show correlation to a rising water table following an EAB attack.
This is a good thing, as it means shifting toward in alternative species is not as demanding of a potential
issue as it could be.
With a rise in the water table a non-issue, I do not recommend the use of active management to
promote an alternative species for this brown ash site. The corridor is dominated by brown ash currently
but the understory, according to regeneration surveys, seems to be heavily favored by red maple and
white ash. Red maple, although it has no cultural significance to the Wabanaki people, will serve as a
naturally regenerated “alternative species” at this site, without any active management efforts. To help
along with that shift creating some dialogue between forestry staff at the University and ash
harvesters/basket makers can facilitate some harvests of basket quality brown ash from this site. With
those BQBA erased from the canopy, a majority of the available growing space will be captured by the
faster growing red maple saplings in the understory. This shift should help maintain stocking on this stand
during the impacts it may receive during an EAB attack. The only concern would be with those areas where
invasives or competing shrub vegetation were recorded in the corridor. Some site preparation may be
required in these areas to control the growth of these shrub species, herbicides will likely not be
permissible due to local regulations in these areas, nor do I recommend their use in this site preparation
due to the potential for pollution. It is important to note the need to shift to alternative species like red
maple would be more pressing if a known EAB infestation were closer. Once within 10 miles of an
infestation the shift should be well underway as just 2-4 years remain before the area will likely be
infested. Like the ash manual stresses, it is important to maintain an ash component within the corridor
for a variety of benefits that are provided. This is why it is important to monitor the harvests by the basket
makers/harvesters to be sure that a component of brown ash remains on the site. In order to effectively
do this keeping a presence not enough, the brown ash that remain should be in healthy condition and
preferably seed bearing. Keeping an eye on the male to female ratio of ash trees can be useful here.
If it is a primary concern to maintain a brown ash component in the corridor, there are
management activities in the upland stand that can be done to help this effort. First, although this is
labeled an ash stand the upland site has a much smaller component of ash than the corridor does. The
upland sites have an ash percent composition of just 11% whereas the corridor has a percent composition
of 67% this can be seen in the diameter distributions as well. This is expected but should be carefully
considered when determining a management strategy. Of course, it would be counter intuitive to
promote white ash in the upland sites because it is at risk of attack by EAB. But, maintaining a component
of ash in the upland area is important, for this reason no white ash should be harvested in the upland sites
except in the case of salvage after attack by EAB has occurred, and in the case of a salvage harvest it must
be done in accordance to any quarantines for the area. The importance in maintain an upland ash
population is two-fold. It provides biological diversity and it provides a management tool. These upland
ash trees can be girdled and used a trap trees to control local beetle populations, hopefully pulling them
away from the more desirable brown ash in the corridor. Trap trees are selected relative to there position
to the corridor but also their relative health. A tree that is in a good healthy condition may be a white ash
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tree that has a genetic resistance to EAB. For this reason, white ash that are showing sign of decline or
die-back should be selected as trap trees.
Being sure to maintain those white ash
trees in the upland component allows you the
freedom to exercise some silvicultural creativity.
Currently the stand needs additional time to
grow. The stands QMD, the TPA by product
designation, DBH distribution, and stand and
stock tables show this. Using a stocking
diagram/chart or putting the data into FVS
(which projects out the volume) can be helpful in
establishing a time frame for when to enter the
stand for harvest.
The current stocking for the 12.35-acre
stand is marked with a red “X” on the northern
hardwood stocking chart in figure A-5. Allowing
this stand to grow into a QMD of 10 before
harvest should push majority of the 35 TPA of
potential saw logs into the saw log category. You
may even observe some recruits from the pulp
category as well. This can be projected in stand
stock tables through FVS. But, monitoring the
stand and taking inventory down the road will
allow you to have a better idea of what’s actually
playing out. Where this is a 12.35-acre stand you
can manage to do that quite easily. Once to a
QMD of 10 you can observe a blue “X” on the
stocking chart, FVS predicts this will occur in 10
years or the year 2029. This is followed by a
shelter wood preparatory cut or a thinning from
below. This will bring the residual trees per acre
to 160 and the basal area down to 120 square
feet. What this does is allows you to promote a
particular understory component by providing
an environment most suitable to your desired
regenerative species. Looking at the
regeneration data for stage 2 (sapling stem
counts by species) in table A-10 below you can
see that red maple, white ash, and brown ash
appear to be the most commonly occurring
species in the saplings size cohort of this stand.
Smaller components of aspen, white pine, and
red oak exist though. It is a challenge to promote
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red oak in this situation due to deer browse
pressure. Oak will be preferred over red maple
by deer in most cases which makes the challenge
even more trialing. None the less I recommend
promoting red oak as it adds to species diversity
and richness in the stand. For that reason, the
thinning from below should be done in small
patches that surround dominant seed-bearing
red oak. Majority of the sapling size red oak likely
occur near these mature oaks as this species
commonly sprouts at the roots. To establish
more oak seedlings, this thinning should be done
on a good mast year.
The southwest portion of the stand had
no oak observed. This is where the white pine
saplings were recorded. Here the small
groups/patches associated with the thinning
should establish canopy openings over areas of
high-density white pine regeneration. It is
unlikely that a white pine seed year will correlate
with the red oak mast year but if this timing is
possible it should be done. I recommend
favoring the red oak mast year over the white
pine mast year as the University forest has many
other highly productive white pine stands
scattered throughout their ownership and not
many red oak stands. Red oak masts or acorns
are also an excellent food resource to wild life.
Once the red oak seedlings have reached a
height of around 1-2 ft tall. An over story
removal should be done to release this younger
cohort of red oak (Leak et al.,2014). FVS
predictions indicate this will occur 10 years after

the shelter wood establishment cut in the year
2039. This final over story removal will occur
while the stand is at a basal area of 115 square
feet per acre and approximately 114 trees per
acre.
Following the harvest, the residual and
future stand will have a stocking of 65 square
feet of basal area and 91 trees per acre with a
strong regenerative component of red oak
infiltrating the understory. Mature white ash will
be scattered throughout the stand and many low
vigor white ash will exist as potential trap trees.
The brown ash corridor will slowly and
sustainably be utilized by basket makers to
continue the culturally significant practice of
basketry.
As you can see the ash manual has
provided me with an endless amount of
information for me to make technically sound
management decisions with. This manual has a
lot of data that was not used and that does not
necessarily mean it isn’t useful. In certain stands
other pieces of data that were collected would
come into play. This is why the ash manual
explicitly states that there are certain data that
should be removed from protocol if there is no
intention of implementing certain management
activities. These data would be unnecessarily
collected if that step was not taken. Inventory
can be very costly to implement and that makes
the decision of whether or not to collect
additional data a critical one.
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Supplemental Materials for Case Study
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Map 1: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Project Area
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Map 2: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Project Area Soils
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Map 3: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Project Area Wetlands
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Map 4: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Stage 2
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Map 5: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Delineating the Brown Ash Corridor
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Map 6: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Corridor Comparison
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Map 7: Ash Resource Field Inventory Manual – Stage 3
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Appendix 2: Suzanne Greenlaws Remote Sensing Work
Author: Suzanne Greenlaw

A Brown Ash Habitat Suitability Model
Introduction and Background
Through native people’s long standing relationship with brown ash comes extensive ecological
knowledge of the tree and its habitat. This knowledge is denoted as traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK). TEK is “a working body of knowledge, an adaptable, dynamic system based on skills, abilities, and
problem solving techniques that change over time depending on environmental conditions” (Battiste
2002). Locating brown ash suitable for basket making is a specialized knowledge held within Native
American brown ash harvesters. Brown ash is found in a small proportion of the total forest and only
about 5%-20% of brown ash trees are suitable for basket making (Benedict & Frelich 2008). Brown ash,
over other tree species used in basketry, has specific characteristics that allow the wood to split along its
growth ring with repeated pounding. The width of the growth ring is a dominant factor in choosing the
appropriate tree and the ideal ring width ranges from 5 to 2 mm (personal communication Richard Silliboy
2009). Basket makers have a body of knowledge they employ to identify brown ash trees for basket
making. Basket makers have reported specific characteristics associated with basket quality brown ash
such as soil drainage, landform, hydrology source, and forest type in predicating basket quality brown ash
shown in Table 1.
Study Area
My model focus is in Houlton, Maine, which is located in SouthEastern Aroostook County, in Northern Maine (Fig.1). For the
model, the Meduxnekeag River, extending from Houlton to
Littleton, Maine, was chosen due to availability of information
for known basket quality ash locations.
Objective
The goal of my research is address Wabanaki harvester’s
decreased access to basket quality brown ash and change how
land owners and harvesters communicate. Creating a habitat
suitability model to predict basket quality brown ash sites is the
first step of the research.
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Data Generation
Ethnographic research has been conducted to understand the ecological variables correlated with basket
quality brown ash. Ecological and socio-ecological factors from the ethnography are included in the TEK
column . Map parameters corresponding with TEK, data sources and the resulting model thresholds are
shown in Table 1. Model thresholds
were determined through analysis
with known ash sites. Examples of
the analysis are shown in the
graphs. The habitat suitability
model was created using ARC GIS
software, version 10.4 (ESRI. 2016).
I obtained data layers to construct
the model through Maine GIS Data
Catalog, the Natural Resource
Conservation Service Geospatial Data Gateway, and the USGS Earth Explorer website. I acquired the
political layers-state, county, roads, hydrology, and Digital Elevation Model in 10 meters from Maine GIS
catalog. Soil data from the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) for Aroostook County, Maine were
downloaded from the Geospatial Data Gateway. From the USGS Earth Explorer I downloaded Landsat 5
Path 11 Row 28 for September 11, 2011. All data layers were projected in the Universal Transverse
Mercator, Zone 19N, North American Datum of 1983 coordinate system. Twelve brown ash stands within
the Houlton, Maine region were identified and Wabanaki ash harvester evaluated each site as either good
quality or poor quality. Six sites were identified as poor quality, six sites were identified as good quality.
These twelve sites were used to identify each data layer’s threshold to predict basket quality ash sites and
determined reclassification values.
Graph 1.

Graph 1. A forest change map was created from conducting a 3
date NDVI between three dates of 1987, 1999, and 2011. . All 12
ash sites were found in a forest that experience no change in the
last 30 years.

Graph 2.

Graph 2. Ash stands distance to the river. Each ash stand was
designated as good quality or poor quality by an ash harvester. Each
stand is represented by the average ring width of that stand. Basket
makers prefer a ring width of 2 mm or greater.

Flow accumulation represents the accumulated flow of water downslope as water moves via gravity. The
Arc/Info program “flow accumulation” basically counts the number of cells sending water downslope to
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the cell being evaluated. Ridge tops would have a flow accumulation of only one while the valley bottoms
would have maximum accumulation. With the DEM in 10 meters, flow accumulation, slope, and hill shade
was created. I reclassified the flow accumulation for all values up 10 had a value of zero and the rest of
the values from 10 to 5,600,000 had 1.
A Landsat 5 TM Path
Figure 1.
11 Row 28 image of
September 11, 2011
was used for analysis.
I clipped the aerial
imagery to the study
area. An unsupervised
classification
was
conducted due to the
lack of training data
and ability for fast
analysis.
Initial
classification had 30
classes. I assessed the
land class with the
aerial imagery and
Figure 1. Geoprocessing model for Basket Quality Brown Ash Habitat Suitability Map.
convert the 30 classes
to 10 classes; wetland, water, softwoods, hardwoods, mixed forest, impervious surface, grassland,
farmland, disturbed (forest regrowth). I reclassified each wetland, softwood, impervious surface,
grassland, farmland, water to a value of zero. Hardwood, and mixed forest was reclassified to 1. I
conducted a time series analysis through a 3 date NDVI with Landsat 5 TM Path 11 Row 28 images. The
dates of the Landsat images are June 21, 1987, September 3, 1999, and September 11, 2011. An
unsupervised classification was conducted with 30 classes. I converted the 30 classes to 5 classes; no
changed, water, regrowth, disturbances, and non forest. All 12 ash stands were found within no change
as shown in graph 1. I reclassified no change to a value of 1 and the rest of the classes to a value of zero.
I created a buffer of 75 meters around the river vector layer. This distance was determine by the data
shown in graph 2. The six known “good” sites were within a 75 meter distance to the river. Basket quality
brown ash was found in drained soils as shown. I created an individual map for drainage using Soil Data
Viewer. I selected the polygons with the drainage classes for moderately well drained to excessively well
drained and created a new shapefile.
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Using the plus tool in Raster
Calculator function of Spatial
Analyst toolbox, I calculated
suitability by adding the Land
classification, Forest change
map, and flow accumulation
layers and created values of 0
to 4. Cells with a zero value
predicts no basket quality ash.
Cells with the values 1 to 3
indicate a range of probability
with 3 being the high
probability of basket quality
brown ash. I extracted the
habitat suitability map by the
buffer of 75 meters. I then
extract the map by the
drained soils layer. The
geoprocessing
workflow
model for the brown ash
habitat suitability map is show
in figure 1. The resulting
basket quality brown ash
habitat suitability map is show
in figure 2. This is the first
iteration of the map using
study sites to generate
threshold. Further steps will
include collecting more study
sites.

Figure 1.

Figure 2. Basket Quality Brown Ash Habitat Suitability map for the Meduxnekeag
River in Houlton, Maine.
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Appendix 3: Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources: Checklist for Evaluating Lowland Ash
Stands
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Forestmanagement/documents/checklistevaluatelowlandash.pdf
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Appendix 4: Personal Essay by the Author: “Wabanaki Traditional Ecological Knowledge in
Emerald Ash Borer Management and the Implications of State and Federal Regulation”

Wabanaki Traditional Ecological Knowledge in Emerald Ash Borer
Management and the Implications of State and Federal Regulation

Report Prepared by: Tyler D. Everett
Date Prepared: 3/12/2018
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There is value to be seen in the knowledge of the Native American community. Value to the
progression of science, policy, and overall management in natural resources. The scientific community
has in the past disregarded this asset; but in recent years the acceptance of this asset has grown and led
to the appreciation of what is now known as traditional ecological knowledge or TEK (Greenlaw). There
are many examples in which western science and TEK have met and worked cooperatively to advance our
understanding of the natural world and be more effective in our management of it. Here in the state of
Maine, the Native American tribes that are federally recognized refer to themselves collectively as the
Wabanaki nations. This is because of the shared history between all the Wabanaki tribes. No matter the
tribe, whether Penobscot, Passamaquoddy, Maliseet, or Micmac they have a connection that bonds them
closely to their identities individually and as a group. One core connection is their spiritual identity as it
refers to their creation story. The Wabanaki people share stories that have been told and retold for
generations. A heroic figure that has stayed constant in them is Gluskap. The Wabanaki refer to him as
one of them, but he is powerful and wise. In their creation story, Gluskap comes to North America before
any natives inhabited the area and fires his bow and arrow at the “trees, the basket-trees, the Ash. Then
Indians came out of the bark of the Ash trees.” (Wood, 2017). This tight connection between their
creation and brown ash trees establishes the ash tree as part of who they are and as a culturally significant
species to the Wabanaki people (Wood, 2017). But, the importance of this tree to them is even greater.
For generations the Wabanaki people have been using the brown ash and its particular special
properties to make baskets. The production of a brown ash basket is truly an art starting with just the
selection of a true basket quality ash tree in the forest (Greenlaw). Every generation of Wabanaki basket
makers have taken the time to teach younger generations the art of basket making, and all the steps
involved. This format of building knowledge and understanding forces those engaged to develop an
unprecedented knowledge of the brown ash tree and serve as true stewards to ash species. This
knowledge may not be backed by statistics and extrapolating it may be difficult, but this knowledge can
serve as an asset of traditional ecological knowledge that the scientific community can use to better their
understanding of the brown ash species (Greenlaw;Newell).
Currently the scientific community is realizing their lack of understanding of many of the ash
species, primarily the brown ash species. The brown ash species is the only ash species native to Maine
that is essential in the traditional basket making practices of the Wabanaki people. The need to further
our understanding of the brown ash species is a high priority as it is susceptible to invasion by an invasive
forest pest known as the emerald ash borer (EAB). The lack of knowledge on the species is largely because
brown ash has not been viewed as an economically valuable species, in terms of timber production. For
this reason, the use of funds to research brown ash has not always been there. Furthermore, the sites in
which brown ash tend to grow are very mesic to the point of inoperability for commercial harvest. There
tends not to be any species of value mixed in these stands either as the sites tend to be characterized as
less productive primarily due to their extended periods of water inundation (D’Amato, et al 2018). The
Wabanaki people realize the importance of managing and protecting this resource for future generations,
given the current situation of brown ash and other ash species in the light of EAB. EAB is an invasive pest
that came to North America in 2002, presumably by packing materials such as wooden crates and pallets.
It has devastated ash stands in the central lakes region of the country leading to, in some cases, one
hundred percent mortality. Management of the pest is controversial, and the most effective techniques
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are expensive and difficult or impossible for commercial operations to effectively implement. Continued
research on prevention, mitigation, and restoration of these brown ash stands is a priority (D’Amato et
al,2018; USDA APHIS,2018; Haack et al, 2015).
Forest management regarding EAB has generated concern from various parties. At the University
of Maine, it has led to the reincarnation of the Brown Ash Task Force (BATF). The BATF is a group that was
brought together to begin generating some knowledge on the brown ash species. The initial event that
brought them together was not EAB related but instead a concern among basket makers that were
observing a pattern of decline in brown ash trees. They voiced their concern with forestry and tree health
professionals at the University of Maine in Orono. The response was to get together and discuss these
concerns and focus research efforts on identifying the issues and providing solutions. They determined
the die back at that time was an environmental scenario stemming from the long-term effects of an
intense ice storm experienced across the state in 1998. As the group meetings progressed, the attendance
widened to professionals in other fields, students, state officials, and even representatives working with
federal agencies. With the rapid spread of EAB, the BATF reestablished in 2015. Their goals and how they
operate highlight them as a primary example of western science and traditional ecological knowledge
coming together. This group is now working together on following the progression and changes in policy
surrounding EAB and continued research on brown ash and emerald ash borer (Daigle). The Wabanaki
people are open to adopting western science knowledge and silvicultural techniques for EAB management
and have pushed their forestry departments to continue their involvement with the BATF as well as many
other applicable conferences and meetings so that that they can better educate themselves on EAB
management (Neptune).
The Wabanaki people also work to spread their traditional ecological knowledge to the public and
researchers by regularly attending public meetings and holding demonstrations in which they explain their
traditional basket making practices. The value of the BATF group is that it brings so many different
viewpoints to the same table to discuss some of the more specific questions and concerns they might
have (Daigle). I was fortunate enough to attend the previous meeting in which I was able to develop an
idea for my masters project. Being Native American and a member of the Wabanaki people, I find it
important to understand the traditional ecological knowledge of my people. This knowledge and the
scientific knowledge I have acquired through the University of Maine will fuel this project, making it
another example of TEK and western science meeting. My project will be to develop an ash resource
inventory manual for the tribal forestry departments of the Wabanaki people. The manual will be tailored
to provide the data necessary for determining the areas that are most susceptible to EAB impacts, and
allow natural resource professionals and foresters to formulate EAB response plans in the best interest of
the tribe. Suzanne Greenlaw is a graduate student here at the University of Maine working on developing
a habitat suitability model for basket quality brown ash. She provides another example of a Wabanaki
working to bring TEK and western science together in managing brown ash. Her research includes multiple
interviews with basket makers from various tribes to generate qualitative data that is used to model the
habitat suitability of brown ash (Greenlaw). In addition to finding the inspiration for my master’s project
at the latest BATF meeting, I was also enlightened about some more serious short comings of policy on
the state and federal levels.
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In the summer of 2002 EAB was first detected in central Michigan, and later in the same summer
it was detected in Ontario, Canada. The infestation was assessed by the state of Michigan and they
determined that the pest had been there since the 1990’s based on the size of the infested area. By July
and September of 2002, Michigan and Ontario had enacted quarantines on the affected areas. The United
States Department of Agriculture responded to the discovery of EAB by enacting a federal quarantine on
the affected counties of Michigan in October of 2003 (USDA APHIS, 2003) since the establishment of the
federal quarantine it has expanded continually. It now includes 22 states in their entirety and specific
counties of 12 more. (USDA APHIS, 2018). The last quarantine notice issued by USDA APHIS was on July
26, 2018 when Wisconsin was put under quarantine in its entirety. It is important to note that the federal
quarantine works domestically only; restricting the movement of particular restricted items of the
Fraxinus family. Fortunately, Canada is also actively mitigating and limiting the impacts and spread of EAB
so import of ash to the US from within Canada’s federally set quarantine areas, is not a huge concern
currently. In September of 2018 the Maine Forest Service issued an emergency order that restricted the
movement of certain ash species (Fraxinus spp.) products and or untreated firewood from towns that
have had any EAB detection (MFS, 2018). This emergency order was put in place because the state of
Maine was not listed in the federal quarantine area at that time as the detections within the state were
so recent. Shortly after the issuing of these Emergency Orders, USDA APHIS proposed the removal of the
emerald ash borer domestic quarantine regulations. This was posted online for comment in Fall of 2018
and was open for comments until November 19th, 2018 (USDA APHIS, 2018). A state-wide quarantine is
not in place for the state of Maine, should the federal quarantine be terminated. There currently isn’t
even a proposed state-wide quarantine in Maine. When the federal quarantine is lifted the movement of
currently restricted products from quarantined areas surrounding Maine can import them to the state
without any regulation. Studies have shown that one of the fastest and largest threats to the spread of
EAB is the movement of firewood. Without any sort of quarantine on the federal level this threat is far
more likely to encroach on the state of Maine. Forestry professionals and natural resource managers from
across the state recognize the negative impact lifting this federal quarantine could have. For this reason,
Maine was very well represented in the comments on this proposed regulation change with a substantially
higher number of comments against the quarantine being lifted in comparison to comments for the lifting
of the quarantine (Daigle).
When looking at the relationship between the United States and Native American tribes we often
look to the terms described for the US trust responsibilities to Native American tribes. The U.S. Supreme
Court has established and reinforced this trust responsibility throughout many instances of reviewing
treaties between the U.S. and tribes. Within this description of trust responsibilities there is language of
“providing for the well-being of tribes” and “an obligation to provide those services required to protect
and enhance tribal lands, resources...”(ANA, 2014). For the Wabanaki people, the brown ash is not only a
resource for the tribe on tribal lands but also a culturally significant resource, in which its very presence
is vital to the well-being of tribal members. Therefore, lifting the federal quarantine and increasing this
resources’ susceptibility to infestation by EAB is a prime example of the U.S. not fulfilling their trust
responsibility to Native American tribes. Furthermore, part of the trust responsibilities for the United
States is to includes “those economic and social programs which are necessary to raise the standard of
living and social well-being of the Indian people to a level comparable to the non-Indian society.” (ANA,
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2018, p.X). Wabanaki basket makers have perfected their trade for so long that their baskets are true art
pieces that catch values upwards of $10,000 at basket shows across the country. The time and effort to
get to that level is substantial and those tribal members really rely on that source of income as their
livelihood. They are also the tribal members most responsible for sustaining this cultural livelihood
through time (Newell). So once again, lifting the federal quarantine and increasing this resources
susceptibility to infestation by EAB is a prime example of the U.S. not fulfilling their trust responsibility to
Native American tribes.
The state of Maine does not hold the greatest track record of responding to forest pest breakouts.
In the 1970’s Maine was subject to a widespread outbreak of spruce budworm. This outbreak was
forecasted well in the industry, like what we’re observing with EAB, and as a result stimulated excessively
high cutting levels for spruce and fir in the state. Many landowners permitting cutting far past their annual
allowable cuts. Some of these observations were made in areas not affected by the outbreak either
bringing about public scrutiny and changing the dynamic of Maine’s forest for years thereafter (Irland et
al, 1988). Today we have more programs and regulations in place to prevent these issues from
reoccurring, but there is a risk that we could observe some controversial harvesting of ash species in the
light of an EAB invasion.
Another area of concern surrounding these topics of regulation are how they influence protocol
at the Maine and Canadian border. I reached out to Samantha Anderson, the agricultural specialist for
U.S. Border Patrols, Jackman office regarding this issue. She explained that currently with the federal
quarantine in place they are ordered to not allow any ash products across the border. That being said,
searches on logging trucks coming from Canada occur at random and not all are searched in regard to the
species of wood being transported. The only record for imported products documented by the U.S. Border
Patrol is the “Import Manifest Documentation”. These forms are tied to every shipment across the border.
When it is a logging truck the specifics of what is being hauled are generally described in vague detail by
the trucker on this form. Examples of these descriptions would be “HW Pulp, SW Pulp” or even as vague
as simply “Logs”. This system does little to mitigate the spread of ash products, in that it is rare that any
product is defined down to the species. The agricultural specialist commented that she does not think the
federal quarantine will be lifted anytime soon. But, if it were she would hope the state of Maine would
have a quarantine in place at the state level. She says this because regardless as to whether the state
regulates the movement of ash products or not, border patrol will only enforce regulation from a federal
quarantine on ash products. That is, unless advised by their superiors in Boston to continue stopping the
movement of ash species across the border, which she believes will likely happen if the quarantine is lifted
(Anderson).
With the federal quarantine lifted, Maine would likely enact quarantines within the state to limit
the spread from infected areas to uninfected areas in the state. Hopefully this is done in a timely manner.
There are opportunities to implement programs to strengthen the effectiveness of any strategy for
limiting the spread of EAB. A program I have recently come across is being implemented in Canada. The
program works to limit the spread of EAB by tracking the movement of any restricted products within the
country and it requires this for products taken from and mills/other facilities housing ash products to
enroll in this program. The incentive for enrolling is simply job security, if you will. The closer of an eye we
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can keep on ash products which they rely on as a source of income the better off everyone is. The Canadian
Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) developed this program. They refer to it as their Emerald Ash Borer
Approved Facility Compliance Program (CFIA, 2017). In their overview of the program they establish that
this data also follows any ash products imported into the United States. This would be an effective strategy
that the U.S. and/or Maine could adopt from, or partner with the CFIA on. The platform is already there
and would be fairly easy to implement. This may be a future program we utilize here in Maine.
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Appendix 5: Emerald Ash Borer Information for Maine Landowners (Information Sheet 28)
file:///C:/Users/tyman_000/Downloads/28_eab_info_for_me_landowners.pdf
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Appendix 6: Dr. Kim Iles “A Sampler of Inventory Topics”: 3P Ordering Information
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Appendix 7: Insects in Maine that may be confused with EAB

https://www.maine.gov/dacf/php/caps/EAB/EABid.shtml
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Appendix 8: Resources for Distinguishing Various Ash Species
Forest Trees of Maine Excerpt
https://www.maine.gov/dacf/mfs/publications/handbooks_guides/forest_trees/pdf/Ashes.pdf
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Appendix 9: Accessing and Downloading USDA Web Soil Survey Data
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Additional Steps:

17. Once the necessary data is downloaded, you can access database files for depth to water
table, ponding frequency, and drainage class through the downloaded web soil survey folder.
18. Navigate to the “spatial folder”. The table you’re interested in for the above mentioned excel
files, are labeled “soil_mu_a_aoi.dbf”. Add this data into a GIS for the generation of useful maps
for creating the brown ash corridor associated with stage 3 of the ash manual.
19. Once in your GIS the table will need to be joined to the existing table of data associated with
the soil series polygons that were imported into a GIS by following the above steps.
20. The other option is to manually input the soil information into the existing table for your soil
series polygons, if you have a large land base this can be very time consuming.
21. Once this data is in your GIS adjusting the labeling and symbology in your soil can create maps
that visually display the characteristic of your soil that you are interested in.
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Appendix 10: Accessing and Downloading National Wetlands Inventory Data

Once downloaded un-zipping the “.zip” file gives you access to the shapefiles associated with the
data you collected. You may need to clip the area of extent down to your area of interest. But, this can
easily be done within a GIS platform.
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Appendix 11: Dr. Ellis Fraxinus Seed Collection Protocol
http://www.emeraldashborer.info/documents/Fraxinuscollection.pdf
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Appendix 12: “Insecticide Options for Protecting Ash Trees from Emerald Ash Borer”
http://www.emeraldashborer.info/documents/Multistate_EAB_Insecticide_Fact_Sheet.pdf
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Appendix 13: Les Benedict “Propagation protocol for Black Ash”
http://npj.uwpress.org/content/4/2/100.full.pdf+html
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